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CONDENSED
CHATS

By

DOCTOR DUCON
PAPER DIELECTRIC CONDENSERS
For small types of paper condensers such as are used
in broadcast receivers efficiency depends very largely
upon the sealing compound which is used to close
the opening of the metal or moulded container.

This is because the paper dielectric and the impreg-
nating material readily absorb moisture from the
atmosphere, ultimately causing a breakdown.

Many condensers have no adequate provision of this
kind, but in Dubilier Paper Condensers assurance is
rendered doubly sure by reason of the method used
in the impregnation of the paper and by adequate
sealing of the finished condenser.

If unobtainable from your dealer write direct to us in;
his name and address.

TYPE BB
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CONDENSER CO. (1925) Ltd.
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DUCON WORKS, VICTORIA ROAD, N. ACTON, LONDON, W.3

a C.A.

WHEN BUYING VALVES,

REMEMBER;

When the RIO0
was lost in fog
MARCONI VALVES
gave her position
through Wireless

Direction
Find

Marconi Valves are used by Imperial Airways-
The B.B.C.-Metropolitan Police-Trinity House
Lightships and Beacon Stations-Croydon Control
Tower, etc., etc. They are chosen for unfailing

dependability.

Perfect quality demands the best L.F. Valves, and remem-
ber-the first L.F. stage is as important as the output
stage. Marconi Valves possess all the qualities needed
for first L.F. stage efficiency-good magnification factor
-low impedance-large grid base capable of handling
a generous grid swing, so giving a magnificent undistorted
output to the last valve. These are the famous
Marconi Valves which will improve first L.P.
stage performance-L.210 (2 Volt); L410
(4 Volt); L.610 (6 Volt); M.L.4, A.C. mains

(indirectly heated).

nic
LINES
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An Accumulator Question.
IF there is a radio gang where you are

staying-I don't suppose there will be ;
they get broken up by girls !-you

might like to ask some of them whether they
" top up " their batteries with distilled.
water. If they answer in the affirmative
ask them why. Why do you do so yourself,
anyway ? If anyone vaguely mentions
impurities, askwbat impurities he is anxious
to keep out of his battery, and why. I hope
to have some reports about this from some
or my keenest readers.

Wonderful
HAVE been rather short of good stories

lately, about radio music coining freely
from dog chains, gridirons, rat -traps,

banging shovek, and so on ; hence I bid
welcome to the statement of Canon Peile in
the " Church Times "'for June 30th. Writ-
ing of the church at Bonavista, Newfound-
land, he says : " The new church has a
copper roof, and in wet weather this roof,
somehow or other, catches the wireless
waves from Canada and America. As you
stand there you can hear a confused mass
of wireless programmes coming across the
air."

The Latest Miracle.
TLL wager that the Canon has never

heard the confused " mass " himself.
However, having struck a good vein, lie

continues : "The church has no wireless
instrument, but its roof catches these waves
in the air, and the good folk of Bonavista
can be seen standing beneath their
at times listening to their roof " M'yes, and
the bad folk buy receivers Well, well.
these true stories of receiverless radio al.
similar to that of the Indian rope trick :
you never meet a person who will say
he has himself seen it.

News from Africa.
AREADER kindly adds the following

example to my collection of English
as written by African natives :

" Your name was highly recommended to
me by the :comfidential friend of mine that
yow are the Best manufacture in a Graed
City of london therefore as I wish to take
Graed company with you kindly endeawour
to forward your yealy catalogwe as well as
sample s park. Hoping this will induce yow
much proprietor to forward me per retureing
mail coming, I am, etc." After all, there are
much foggier bits in some of Browning's
poems !

Diagnosis Extraordinary.
T HAVE already recorded the wonderful
1 diagnosis made by a German doctor after

examination of photographs of eyes,
sent -from Buenos Aires to Berlin by radio
facsimile service.. Even more remarkable is
the correct diagnosis of heart disease, made
by Dr. Calandae_of Madrid. His patient was
in Buenos Aires and he listened to the heart
by direct radio telephonic means. The micro -

Last week "Ariel"
recounted the pro-
posals for a huge
Broadcasting
House in New
York. Just to be
going on with, and
before that is
ready, this Sity-
storey tower is to
be erected on 51st
Street. It will be
ready for occupa-
tion before this
time next year.
and was desigre:l
to the order of
The Radio Corpor-
ation of America.

phone placed over it, the heart -beats
thus being transmitted by radio. Will the
year 2000 see us, Robot-like, courting our
sweethearts by means of graphs, records of
pulse acceleration and radii) photographs
of our: heart action ?

Longer Waves Score.
MAJOR KINGSFORD SMITH has

put it beyond all doubt, in a telegram
to Marconi's, that his radio equip-

ment was vital to the success of the great

flight to New York. He speaks of the " tre-
mendous seivice it rendered me." What
chiefly interests me in connection with the
equipment which he took is that when the
airman arrived here his machine was fitted
with short-wave apparatus. At the last
minute it was decided to add a transmitter
for 600-800 metres, and this proved to be a
" brain wave," for it was due to his ability
to communicate with ships and coast
stations that he got his bearings in the fog
and so found his way to land.

The " Magic " Does It!
LF. P. (Higham Ferrers) considers that
. one of  his greatest radio thrills was

his reception of some of the messages
radiated from the " Southern Cross,"
another instance of the interest which the
ability to read Morse adds to amateur radio
work. He did the job with the " Magic "
Three, which shows that the set is capable
of handling a ticklish job when called upon.
This particular interception, by the way,
was done between 1 and 2 p.m. !

Overseas Papers, Please Copy !
IHAVE to thank L.F.P. for his friendly

letter, though he does wag a forefinger at
me for having stained my page with

politics, a crime for which I plead mercy in
spite of the fact that I do not realise that I
am guilty. Take it as granted that any
political flavour, real or imaginary, which is

observed in " Notes and News " is a defect,
due to my ignorance of which is the best
radio party. (Mr. L. F. Parker, 20, Well-
ingboro' Road, Higham Ferrers, Northamp-
tonshire, would be pleased to correspond
with anyone in Canada, Australia, U.S. A.,

etc. He is interested in short waves.)

Winnie's Words.
nut lady secretary (Kitchen Dept.)-O

isn't that nice ?-mentioned that her
young man has made a " Sweetbread "

receiver. Which, being translated, means
" screened grid " receiver. The same young
" Mrs. Malaprop " told her mistress-if the
word he permitted I-that when she goes to
" Weston Souvenir " for her holiday she
will Wear some lovely " grape machine "
garments ! No prizes for correct solutions.

Angling from a New Angle.
T WAS astonished the other day to see a
1 photograph of Scots fishing in Loch

Leven apparently to the accoMpani-
ment of a portable 'receiver, a Pye. I have

(Continued on next page.)
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RADIO NOTES AND NEWS.
(Continued from previous page.)

never been allowed to make the slightest
noise near anglers, except possibly far out
at sea. They appear to think that fish won't
eat if a man blows his nose in the same
parish, My theory is that the Scots were
trying to ascertain whether the fish would
rise without bait. Why waste worms ?

The July " Modern Wireless."
IF absence from the old home town, or

some such pre -occupation this holiday
season has caused you to forget

" Modern Wireless " this month, you will
probably be sorry when you know what
you have missed-if you miss it. It is
perhaps not too late to collar a copy. A
special illustrated supplement about the
Low -Frequency Transformer renders this
number unusually valuable to all home
constructors, and the issue contains also
full details of the " Star -Turn " Four and
the " Star Turn" Crystal Set, both of
which incorporate the new " M.W." system
of selective tuning. Do it now I

Playing on the Loud Speakers.
AREADER down in Somerset has sent

us a neat model of a switch devised
and used by him for operating three

loud speakers in series, or singly or two at a
time, all from the same valve set. We
are exceedingly obliged to him for his nice
letter, and kindness in making the model.
The idea of using several loud speakers
and of altering the adjustments of the set
to suit the kind of music being received is
gaining ground, especially in America, and
I should not be surprised if in time to
radio receivers have to be " played."

" Ariel's " Intelligent Forecast.

OH,
by the way, I was passing the door of

the room where our technical men are
allowed to play all day with what not,

and as I heard from within sounds which
indicated that something above sea -level
was happening, I put on my best " innocent
enquirer " look and entered. Were Messrs.
Kendall and Rogers doing an Apache dance,
or did my eyes deceive me ? And that Mr.
Dowding should slap Mr. Bird on the back
is almost unthinkable ! I must have my
spectacles corrected. Anyhow, there was
something special in the wind-THE
" P.W." INDUCTOR,

The " P.W." Inductor.
IT will no doubt interest a large number of

our readers to know that we shall shortly
publish the details of a device which we

have named the " P.W." Inductor, the
purpose of which is to cut out interference
from the local station on long waves. We
believe that this will comfort many users
of the simpler type of set, especially now
that we have Brookmans Park working. The
device can be added to sets externally or
incorporated in new designs. It is admittedly
simple. So was the first radio circuit, but
it was rather useful, too. When one comes
to ponder the matter, so many of the best
ways of doing things are the simplest ways.
Look out, then, for this little masterstroke
of simplicity !

Smart Work.
THIS late listening -in into the small

hours of the morning has its ad-
vantages. Not long ago two detectives

were deing it in a Flying Squad van, and a

voice from Scotland Yard informed them,
in no uncertain terms, that a motor -car
(fegistration number so-and-so) had been
stolen. Indignant at such goings-on, the
detectives kept a sharp look -out, and at
about 3.30 a.m. saw the said car gaily
careering along Northumberland Avenue.

Explanations followed, and the result
was a charge at the Marylebone Police
Court before Mr. Bingley. Which all goes to
show that not everyone who can drive a
car can "get away " with it.

Alf's Budget.
AGAIN seven pages by our active reader,

A. W. M. of Middlesbrough. Having
dragged his net through the ether

and caught most of the telephony worth
picking up, he is now learning Morse. When

NimmutimmummitimiimmiimmitimilitimmininG
=

f.-E--. SHORT WAVES.=
= " An American inventor's scheme to keep H
H entire families warm in unheated houses in the E
H coldest weather by means of radio is under- E
E stood to be quite distinct from the idea of H
= utilising hot air from the loud speaker."- =

" Punch."E
* * * =

Mrs. Waine : " I'm so worried. Tommy
E is five years old, and he cannot talk plainly
H yet."

ably turn out to be a wireless announcer."- E.
Mr. Waine . " Don't worry. He'll prob- 1

E-
1

E " Answers." E
= * * * =
a. THE HOWLING INFANTS.
rE-

A writer in a radio paper reminds us that =
_ " wireless is still in its infancy." That may E
H account for the howls and general bad be- E
E haviour of the receiving sets one hears through =
E so many open windows of an evening.- E
= " The Bulletin & Scots Pictorial."_ =
= * =

A WARNING-which only the wise will E
E need !

E-

 Ah, woe unto the man who gives a friend, E
E Or sells, perchance, with money in the vend, -2

P.
A radio. That man sure loseth all,

1-And seeks for peace the madhouse in the end.
E " Radio Design." E= * * E
H Critics of wireless in the Free State com- =
= plain that too much Erse is broadcast. Lis- E
= teners-in have difficulty in distinguishing H
= their own language from atmospherics.- =
;.7.7 " Punch." =

*
=

-;.: Those wonderful Wireless Announcers, =
=

E Have gained " Double Blues " as pronouncers.
= Take words such as idyll,
:2

Or Cbolmondeley or Fidyll, :1They never trip over these nouns, sir.-
E " Nonsericks." E
E a a a =

Pat : " I see they are equipping all the new
H Fords with radio sets now."=H Mike : " Sure, begorra, and why ? "

=
== Pat : " So they can get out-of-town ! "- ==

=
= Radio Digest. -:
F1111111111111111111111111111101111111111111111111111111111111111111111111115:

he can read at 25 w.p.m. he will find that
he has occupation for the rest of his life.
He advises would-be long-distance aspirants
as follows. " Make an absorption wave -
meter, calibrate your coils, keep a log and
data book and correspond with others in
other parts of the world." He states that
his results have been got with an inside
aerial and a poor " earth," and that he has
nowt to do with any receiver unless the
mewing vanes of its variable condensers are
at " earth potential."

Learning Morse.
LETTERS continue to dribble in from

obliging readers who are expert
telegraphists on the subject of the

" stance ' which is best for manipulating
the Morse key. E. S. C. (N.W.1) went to a
lot of trouble and produced a set of rules,
with diagrams, and we are grateful to him.

Chair to left-hand of key, first and second
fingers on knob, and thumb underneath ;
third and fourth fingers hanging free. Send
from wrist ; hand and forearm level and in
line with key. Do not rest arm or wrist on
table. Grip on key should be loose, and
whole action of sending free from rigidity
or constraint. That's E. S. C.'s advice.

-New S.W. Stations.
1N Melbourne there is a new short-wave
1 station operating, with the call -sign

V K 3 U Z, on a wave -length of 32 metres.
It is crystal controlled, and the power is
about 40 watts aerial output. Reports will
be welcomed by Mr. L. Glew, Engineer,
V K 3 U Z, Bowke Street, Melbourne.

A new Serbian transmitter has been ob-
served to be testing at Belgrade on a wave-

- length of 30 metres. Its interval signal is
in the form of metronome beats about .50
per minute. Listen for it on Mondays
between nine and ten p.m. '

Belgium Wakes Up.
ACCORDING to recent reports the

" piracy " in Belgium has been very
widespread, less than 10,000 licencei

being in force, although it is known that
nearly a quarter of a million sets are in use.
A Decree has now been issued providing for
the registry of all sets. The licence fee is
only seven shillings per annum, and failure
to pay it is now punishable by a fine up to
2,000 francs and eight days in gaol. -

A Fan's Gossip.
OUR valued correspondent Mr. Fred

Easter, of Cincinatti, Ohio, packs his
letters with information. Here is some

of it. W 3 X A U, Philadelphia, works on
49.5 and 31.28 metres, 500 watts. Hours :
13.00 to 05.00 G.M.T. From 13.00 to 17.00
the 49.5 -metres wave is used and from
17.00 to 05.00 the 31.28 metres, except on
Thursdays and Fridays, when the 49.5
metres is used all day in order to avoid P C J.

K A 1 X R, the S.W. transmitter of
K Z R M, Manila, now occasionally uses
25.36 metres.

The stations of the New York -Buenos
Aires commercial telephone service are
W L 0 on 14.1 metres and L S N on 14-15
metres. These sometimes use a distorting
system.

An Early Riser. '

MR. DOUGLAS BRIGGS, Austin Friars,
Newport, Mon., begs to report that,
using the call signal G 2 Q I, he may

possibly be heard working on 163 metres
between nine and nine forty-five in the
morning. C.W. and telephony. He works
on 40 metres also, but at indefinite times.
He would welcome and acknowledge
reports on his transmissions, so if -you
stumble across him be matey and drop him
a postcard full of report.

Hodge, the D.F.

THE
Bradford Radio Society held a man-

hunt at the end of last month, an
endeavour to track by means of direc-

tion -finders a transmitter hidden on a moor,
According to the " Bradford Telegraph
and Argus " great interest was shown by
the moor folk in the proceedings, and one
old countryman, seeing a frame aerial being
revolved, first one way and then the other,
kindly said, " If it's t'wind tha'rt botherin'
wi', ah can tell tha it's sou'. -west ! "

ARIEL

tit
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SLAITH\VAITE'S station grows apace.
Every day the future home of the
B.B.C.'s North Regional transmitter

increases in height and in frontage,
though it must be confessed that at the
present juncture the building is so com-
pletely surrounded with a maze of scaffold-
ings and other building appurtenances that
it is not at all an easy matter for the
visitor to make out oven its main features.

In general design, however, the North
Regional station will comprise a rather
squat though spacious building. It is being
built almost entirely of red brick-perhap
by way of contradistinction to the Brook -
mans Park station, which is constructed
mainly of grey stone.

A Stiff Climb I
Anyway, the building of the station is

being pressed forward with all possible
speed at the present time, for, owing to its
high site and severely exposed position,
constructional operations are able to
proceed but slowly during the winter -time.

The station occupies a site on the crest
of Moorside Edge, a moorland hill some
1,000 feet above the little Yorkshire
woollen town of Slaithwaite. The aerial
masts to be erected will be 500 feet high.
thus enabling radio energy to be flung into
space at an altitude of 1,500 feet above the
neighbouring town.

You get a good bird's-eye view of Slaith-
waite and its grey stone mills from the
site of the broadcasting station on Moorside
Edge. If you approach the station from the
town of Slaithwaite you have a stiff climb
of two miles before your destination is
revelled.

Nevertheless, your half-hour or so of
uphill climbing is well worth the effort,
for, quite apart from witnessing the steady
growth of the B.B.C.'s North Regional
station, you have from its site a view of
moorland country and of the Pennine
ranges second to none in the district.

The Proposed Wavelengths.
One thing is quite certain. The engineers

at the future North Regional station,
whoever they may be, will never suffer
from any lack of fresh air, for on the
calmest day the moorland breezes blow
with a velocity that makes you pull your
hat over your ears and walk through the
stubble grass with a more than ordinary
determination.

Slaithwaite is, of course, very proud of

* ......      -- *
 The second station of the Regional

Scheme is rapidly rising from the +

moorland just outside Slaithwaite,
at Moorside Edge. Here are some
interesting details of this North
Regional station, which is to +

operate on 301*5 and 4792 metres./From Our
SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT. +

gee*4-

itsits new station. Perhaps it hoped to gain
extensive publicity by the presence of the
B.B.C.'s transmitter in the district, but,
if such be the case, the industrious town
has been doomed to disappointment, for
the transmitter is to bear no other name
than that of the " North Regional Station."

The North Regional station at Moorside
Edge is to have the wave -lengths of 301.5
and 479.2 metres allotted to it.

The 479.2 -metre wavelength is expected
to give good service, for there will be a
power of 50 kw. available for trap-!,lissions

VOICES FROM

of course, not known. It is ealculats.(I,
however, that with either of the wave-
lengths signal strength will be stronger
east and west of the station than it will
be north and south. There is no point of
disadvantage here, however. 'for the greater
mass of the north country's population
is concentrated mainly to the east and to the
west of the station.

Installing The Apparatus.
The North Regional station will ()Man.,

its programmes by land -line from Man-
chester, and, to a lesser extent, from the
Leeds studio. Leeds will constitute the
" S. B." centre for this station.

The building of the North Regional
station is proceeding at a rate wh;eli makes
it probable that the transmitting plant will
be installed in late September, or in October
next. The installation of the necessary
electrical gear, however, will ,not be an easy
matter at that time of the year, for the
fine summer weather will have departed,
and any severe rains will render the coa-

THE NORTH

A recent photo of Moorside Edge showing the station buildings rapidly nearing completion, and the sites
of the three aerial masts, which are to be 500 feet high, the tops being 1,500 feet above Slaithwaite.

on this wave -length. The 301.5 -metre
wave -length will have a similar power
available, if necessary, but it is not expected
that transmission on this latter wave-
length will cover so large an area.

The precise service -areas of the North
Regional station's future transmissions are,

veyance of heavy materials to such a high
site very difficult.

This fact,,however, has been appreciated
by the B.B.C. people, and they have gone
to the trouble and expense of remaking
and consolidating many long stretches of
moorland roads in the vicinity of the stat ion
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A review of the financial advance made by our Broadcasters during 4the past year -That Empire Short-Wave-Broadcast S.O.S. and
charity appeals-" The publicity fires of Television."

B.B.C. PROGRESS

By THE EDITOR.*   .....  -. .................. *
LICENCE figures still continue on the

up -grade, and it would be a bold
prophet who ventured to forecast

" saturation point." The recently -issued
B.B.C. report shows that there are now
well over 3,000,000 licencees in the country,
and there is every sign that broadcasting
still continues to claim increasing numbers
of new adherents.

Last year's figures showed an increase of
328,344 on 1928, and brought the total in
force at the end of 1929 to 2,956,736. Since
then the three -million mark has been passed,
so that the B.B.C. is quite justified in
claiming that there are no signs of retro-
gression. The financial return is also good,
since it shows an income of £1.470,000 from
licences, of which the B.B.C. received
£944,30], against £871,764 in 1928, the
Post Office £183,750, and the Treasury
£341,949.

The latter sum may be regarded as a sort,
of unofficial enterra,ininent tax, but when it
is considered in relation to the money
expended on programmes, which amounted
to no more than £546,676, the listener has
surely the right to ask whether the Ex-
chequer is entitled to such a lion's share.
And despite this " rake-off " the C event-
ment continue to haggle with the Colonies
about the vexed question of an Empire
short-wave station ! Why not use some of
the cash, which the Treasury has deducted
from listeners' licence fees, to build an
Empire Station

S 0 S Successes.
During last year there were 881 S O S

messages broadcast by the B.B.C.-an
increase of 130 in the total compared with
the previous year. There is the dramatic
and often the pathetic in these calls. This
is the reason why everyone listens with close
attention as soon as S 0 S is announced.
Less than half the calls have any success.
Last year 41.6 per cent were successful, 5.4
per cent unsuccessful and in 4.4 per cent
the result was unknown. The other appeals
-those for help for deserving causes-had
good responses. Forty-eight national appeals
for charity resulted in £90,000 being sent,
and local appeals brought in :4,000.

In soliciting ai 1 for charity we doubt,
whether the B.B.C. has a more successful
rival anywhere in the world. The figures
given above speak for themselves.

Ambitious Plans.
We understand that plans for a big

amusement centre, in which wirele
television may ultimately play a part, are
being developed, and Mr. John Rockefeller,
junior, is now taking an interest in the
proposal of Mr. Owen D. Young and other
leaders in the electrical entertainment field
to use the Rockefeller property, which the
Metropolitan Opera Company rejected, as a
new site.

According to the " Morning Post," while
thus far television has been in too experi-
mental a stage for public use or the practical

dissemination of programmes from a central
theatre, recent developments foreshadow
the time when it may be possible to send
programmes from one central point over a
wide area.

When and if that time arrives the new
amusement centre would send its pro-
grammes to millions throughout the
country in theatres and private homes.

A Beautiful Vision!
This is but an example of the sudden

flare up in the publicity fires of television.

SIGNALS FROM THE

From America stories hr
lately that certain expo
perfected-or are about
whereby the cinema and
up and so enable, for exa
be shown in London, or
seen in theatres all over ti

A beautiful vision ! Wt.
elined to break into lyrical
like this : The day is not 1
when the whole world will t

Soperformance at home-the
being operated in Timbuctoo

CO.
on. The style, however, lum
clone to death. Perhaps it is a
student of television," writes C $.
Robinson, in the " Observer," 0

1.4.sudden announcements of woe
new art with considerable amusement, and
with some envy of the publicity organisation
of the commercial interests concerned with
the art in the United States." True. Too
true !

"SOUTHERN CROSS"

Mr. Old, a Nottingham Radio enthusiast who kept in touch with the " Southern Cross," du ring its epic
transatlantic flight, and passed on many personal messages.

*
RECEPTION

IWRINKLES f
* it

If you use the cat's -whisker type of crystal
set, avoid scratching the crystal heavily. A
light pressure is usually far more likely to give
good results.

* * *

When adjusting a double crystal type of
detector always draw the adjusting control
knob back before attempting to find a fresh
surface, as in this way you avoid scraping the
two crystal surfaces together.

* * *

Do not readjust your crystal more often than
you need, as not only is this bad for the crystal
but it often interferes with neighbours' re-
ception.

Always be careful not to jolt or jar a crystal
set unnecessarily as it is bad for the detector.

If your signals tend to fall off in weather
it will probably be found that the aerial in-
sulators are inadequate in number or that rain
is spoiling them and making a conductive path
across from aerial to " earth."

* * *

An ordinary H.F. choke inserted in the nega-
tive lead from an H.T. unit is often efficacious
in getting rid of hum or distortion.

* * *

If the wrong voltage is applied to its screening
grid the average S.G. valve misbehaves in a way
that ordinary valves cannot do. Such a
wrong voltage may send the valve into oscilla-
tion, causing unsteady and erratic reception.

* * *

Good contact is particularly important in a
crystal set where resistance losses can be
serious in the aerial or earth circuit.
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"-TONE axci)TUNIN
c.r.D.u.lECgellz241LIEV E.IE.

FOR my last article I had
something to say about
the importance of linearity

of response throughout the
receiver. I indicated that
advantages in push-pull resist-
ance -capacity magnification
could be argued, but, practi-
cally, we were limited in our
advance to technical perfection by the
cost of valves.

But there are other aspects of receiver
design which are relevantly discussed when
dealing with this question of quality of
transmission.

Ideal Response.
We select one ether disturbance from

another by the use of tuned circuits. A
tuned circuit may present either a much
higher or a much lower impedance depend-
ing upon the method of connection to
E.M.F.s of a certain unique frequency
than to E.M.F.s of any other frequency. It
is this phenomenon of " resonance " which
lies at the root of all selection and tuning.

WHAT IT SHOULD DO-
± 5000 ro i0,000 CYCLES PER SEC
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What we need is a circuit giving square -shouldered
response and letting in only a limited ban,' of

frequencies.

If you look at Fig. 1 you will see a diagram
giving the ideal response curve of a receiver.
This ideal square -shouldered curve shows
'that the ideal receiver lets in only a defined
limited band of frequencies. This, depend-
ing upon conditions, should be able to be
varied in width from 5,000 to 10,000 cycles
per second.

A single tuned circuit, however, has
response curves as shown in Fig. 2. As
certain of the relative values of resistance,
capacity and inductance are changed, the
shape of the curve varies as shown in
Fig. 2.

The particular point to notice is that the
response, as represented by the vertical
distances from the line of origin O-X in
the figure, falls off more or less rapidly but
always continuously. There is no abrupt
" cut off " with any ratio of inductance
resistance and capacity, and the ideal of
Fig. 1 is in no case realised.

4-4- 4.-4-4-  -4-   *

In this article, " P.W.'s " Chief
Radio Consultant explains how I

quality is affected by selectivity. t
- *

If we have a fiat top response curve for
example (A), tl,re skirts of the response
curve go sailing on outwards, and are not
tucked in sharply over the hips according
to the more modern cut.

If you are flat topped your frills flow out
as a crinoline, tight -fitting skirts are only
possible if the waist too is terribly pulled in.
Thus the ideal top makes for a superfluous
skirt, and narrow skirt sacrifices the flat
top.

The Cascade Connection.
H you have a wide -skirted resonance

curve, you pick up unwanted transmissions
outside the spectrum of the desired station;
if you get great selectivity you sacrifice the
Pick-up of the spectrum you want to receive.
All the above arguments apply if you are
trying to make only a single circuit selec-
tive.

If, however, you take several flat-topped
circuits in cascade and these several flat-
topped circuits have each wide skirts, 'a
little consideration will show that the effect
of cascade .connection is to diminish the
width of the skirt while preserving the
flat top.

Because each ordinate has to be multi-
plied by itself as .each cascade circuit is
added, the maximum response is say, unity.
Then.the maximum response remains unity,
since 1x1x1 xix 1. But at 5,000
cycles the response of one circuit is say
0-95.

Then 0.95 x 0.95 x 0 95 x 0.95 = 0.8
(about). At 10,000 cycles the response of
one circuit may be 0.8, but with four cir-
cuits 0.8 X 0.8 x 0.8 x 0.8 is 0.4 (about).

One Circuit or Several?
Now we have the four circuits giving 
1 at the carrier -wave frequency.
10 very nearly at the carrier -wave

frequency - 2,000.
0.8 at the carrier -wave frequency - 5,000.
0.4 at the carrier -wave frequency -

10,000.
But to get a reduction to 0.4 at 10,000

cycles with 1 circuit we should have some-
thing like :

1 at the carrier -wave frequency.
0.7 at the carrier -wave frequency - 2,000.

0.5 at the carrier -wave frequency -
5,000.

0.4 at the carrier -wave frequency -
10,000.

Thus the cascade connection of many
rather flat circuits gives us a nearer ap-
proach to the ideal of Fig. 1 than if we try
to cut down at the outer limit of frequency
band by making one circuit very selective.

There is, further, the possibility of getting
better quality reproduction by using high -
frequency cascade connection, even though
sensitivity is not the object of using high -
frequency connection.

Phase Distortion, Too !
Most people think of high -frequency

magnification as only useful in being selective

I insist that I can in one sense of the term
make a highly selective receiver using only
one high -frequency circuit, for reasons now
to be explained, sacrifice quality.

You must take it from me that when a
high -frequency tuned circuit has a response
curve such as that in Fig. 2 (D) (very selec.

-WHAT IT DOES
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Actually the response of a tuned circuit is always
wide -skirted to some degree.

tive, inasmuch as the outer -frequency
response is small) there is, besides an
amplitude distortion, inasmuch as every
part of the spectrum is not equally, repro-
duced, a phase distortion.

If you play a note of 3,000 say, this has a
certain phase relation to the carrier -wave
in the original disturbance. But the tuned
circuit will increase this phase difference
the greater the difference of frequency
between side -band and carrier.

Thus the phases in the receiver disturb-
ance will be different from those in the

(Oontinned on page 527 )
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the Water," based on a trip in one of the
pleasure boats from Glasgow down the Clyde.

This year the programme will be heard on
Saturday, August 2nd, and will, as usual, be
arranged by Tom Mailey, the cast including
Meg Buchanan, Jean Taylor Smith, and
Tom K. Uquhart of the Scottish National
Players, and Helen M. Wallace and Harold
M. Whiteman of the Ardrossan and Saltcoats
Players.

f LATEST BROADCASTING NEWS.

PLANS FOR THIS
YEAR'S "PROMS."
A ST. PAUL'S RELAY-THE
TIDWORTH TATTOO-" SKY- +

4 LARKS " & " SOB STUFF," ETC. +
* -6-10-0-1- .4- *

THE 1930 season of Promenade concerts
at Queen's Hall, the fourth arranged
under the auspices of the B.B.C. and

the thirty-sixth of the series, is framed on
the orthodox lines.

It could not be otherwise. Accordingly,
Mondays will be Wagner nights ; Wednes-
days will be devoted to Brahms and Bach,
and Fildays to Beethoven.

On Tuesdays miscellaneous works will be
given, and British composers will have their
jwn evenings on Thursdays. Saturdays
will, of course, be given over to popular
programmes.

A St. Paul's Relay.
Evensong will be relayed from St. Paul's

Cathedral at 3.15 p.m. on Sunday, July
27th. Everyone will hope that broadcasts
from our London Mother Church will now
be a regular feature of the programmes.
We shall make a further announcement on
the subject in the near future.

The Tidworth Tattoo.
Although most people will argue that

military tattoos can be much more enjoy-
able when seen than when heard over the
wireless, there are large numbers of listeners
who like the relays each summer from
Aldershot and Tidworth.

The Aldershot Tattoo has come and gone.
but the Tidworth Tattoo is yet to be. It
will be broadcast on the National wave-
length.

Two Sunday Features.
Two religious broadcasts of outstanding

interest are in the National programmes
for Sunday afternoon, August 3rd and
Wednesday afternoon, August 13th.

The first is an Old Contemptibles Service
which is to be relayed from the Church of
St. Martin -in -the -Fields, and the second a
service from Norwich Cathedral, marking
the 1,300th anniversary of the founding of
the cathedral. (We hope to give further
details of these broadcasts in our next issue.)

" Skylarks " ani " Sob Stuff."
Charles Brewer's latest revue for Midland

.Regional listeners is due on Wednesday,
July 30th, the humorous side of aviation
being the theme. Mr. Brewer has called
this show "Skylarks," and relies upon Alma
Vane, Mary Wyndham, James Prodger,
Alfred Butler and Charles Herbert with the
Aerovue Chorus and a couple of pianists to
keep it going. It should be an enjoyable
item.

Gordon McConnel, who devises a similar
type of programme for London listeners, is
producing " Sob Stuff " on Monday, July
28th (National) and again the following
evening (London Regional).

" DOM the Water."
Every year Scottish stations include a

light programme feature entitled " Doon

Miss Gwendoline Mason.
A spot of harp music is down for Midland

Regional listeners on Sunday afternoon,
July 27th, when Miss Gwendoline Mason
who, of course, is Welsh and who is recog-
nised as a leading harpist at many important
concerts in London and big provincial
towns, will 'play a number of airs, including
a Fantasia specially written for her by Her-
bert Bedford, and based on well-known old
Welsh folk songs. We should add, perhaps,
that Mr. Bedford is partly of Welsh extrac-

THE PORTABLE AT THE

ceivers, and in this connection you will be
interested to know that the question of tone.
control is now receiving more and more
attention from set makers. Although we
have long had different simple methods of
volume control, tone control has not been
so common, although it is quite as im-
portant.

Attempts have been made for years to
provide some simple method of controlling
the tone from an ordinary gramophone.
For instance, little gadgets have been put
on the market adapted to be fitted to the
soundbox, so that when a record is being
played the shrill tones can be softened down
whilst the lower tones are reproduced with
their proper " roundness," the whole thing
being continually under the control of the
operator.

Local Interference,
I often receive letters from listeners who

have changed over from batteries to mains
units and who then
find that they suffer
from local interference
whereas they w e re

PICNIC.

This holiday party is anxiously awaiting the weather forecast to knowwhether they ought to catch tb, steamer back home, or have anotherglorious day by the water.

tion, although he does not seriously claim to
have more than a quarter of Welsh blood in
his veins.

*
TECHNICAL

NOTES.
By Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS, F.Inst.P.

Curing Howling.

AREADER wants to know why. it is
that howling, which occurs in an
amplifier, may sometimes be over-

come by the very simple process of revers-
ing the leads to the low -frequency trans-
former. This is a very well-known effect, and
for that reason some experimenters are rather
apt to place too much reliance upon it.

I should mention that where the howling
is really serious, you will probably find that
the mere reversal of the L.F. transformer
leads will not be sufficient to cure the
trouble. The howling is often caused by
reaction, and the reason the change -over
of the leads has the effect of stopping the
howling is because it removes the instability
in the circuit by cutting out the reaction or
feed -back.

Receiver Design.
I was talking a week or two ago about

improvements in the design of radio re-

quite free from this
before the c ha nge-
over.

I have a letter be-
fore me at present
from a reader who
complains that since
he put in an H.T.
mains unit lie has
been incessantly
bothered by inter-
ference from a flash-
ing electric sign near
by.

He says he is quite
unable to cut out this
interference, and he
wants to know why
he should be troubled
with it now when he

never noticed it before.
It is not always possible to say exactly

what is the explanation in these cases,
but there is no doubt that in the majority
of cases the interference is actually trans-
mitted over the electric supply wires and gets
into the receiver via the mains unit leads.

When you are using an H.T: unit the
high-tension part of your circuit is in-
directly connected to the mains, and al-
though regular hum is cut out by the
smoothing circuits in the unit, any serious
interference, such as that produced by the
switching on and off of powerful electric
signs, is bound to get through.

Sometimes, of course, you will get this
kind of interference even when using ,
batteries, the interference in this case being
picked up by the aerial and other parts of
the receiver direct.

It is very annoying ; it is also, unfortun-
ately, very difficult to cure, and in 'very
serious cases there is sometimes, nothing
for it but to go back to batteries or to use
batteries when the interference is "on,"
and the mains unit when it is " off."

Double -Range Meters.
Most experimenters possess some sort of

voltmeter-I mean a low -reading volt-
meter up to, say, 6 or 10 volts, but com-
paratively few seem to feel the need for an
instrument reading up to 100 or 130 volts,
or for a milliammete.

(Continued on page 528.)
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"PHILEMOW,GOES
ABROAD

ray.,_ _,,,,,,.
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Our well-known contributor, who was long:famous for his broadcast talks " Through My Window " tells of his
adventures with " Belinda," a portable set, during a journey to Italy. Belinda is a ,talkative " young lady " who

attracts a considerable amount of attention to herself and her guardian.

T AM writing this on the shore of Lake
1 Maggiore waiting for the boat. The

journey has had its excitements.
Belinda started to talk as soon as we left
Dover. It was amusing to see the disgusted
looks on the faces of our fellow -passengers.

These wretched gramophone people ! "-
you know the kind of thing they say. But
to take Belinda for a gramophone was too
much, so I continued to annoy them. At
6.15: " Here is the first news," they edged
a little nearer. At 6.30: " We are now going
straight over to Lord's Cricket Ground,"
they gathered round. The first-class came
from the upper deck and gathered round.

" Only One Belinda."
 The whole ship gathered round. The

captain forgot his wheel. The engine -room
men came out like rabbits from a warren.
The boat, with a heavy list
to our side, was left to steer
herself, like an old horse
going home to the farm from
market. Belinda was the
centre of attraction. I could
have had an O.B.E. for the
asking. " That's a fine set
you've got there," said a belted
earl to me. " Yes, " I repl ied.
"it's Belinda." "Never heard of
the make." " There is only
one Belinda," I said. as proud
as his lordship's butler.

Most of the crowd were going
to Paris. They were all smiles
as they bid Belinda good-bye.
Our train was not crowded. As
there were no " thirds," we went
" second." Red plush ! Fancy !
I put Belinda on the seat, told
her to be quiet, and went for
some dinner.

A Little Difficulty.
I found it difficult to get

Belinda to talk in the train. On
the seat, on the floor-not a
sound. I took her on my knee !
She whimpered a little. I held
her suspended out of the window. That
.was better, but inconvenient. How to get
topside of the train's vibration ? It was
about nine o'clock. A small boy with

adenoids and a long neck kept looking round
the corner into our compartment. I enticed
him in, gave him some chocolates, and stood
him on ns head between the seats. His long
rubber -neck took the vibration famously.
I stood Belinda on his upturned soles, and got
the Fat Stock Prices splendidly. I stoked the
" shock -absorber " with more chocolates.

Two "Conferences."
He was getting an ugly colour. But

just when the Archbishop of Canterbury
was being announced to speak on the
Lambeth Conference, the youngster's mother
spotted him by his feet ! A different kind
of conference followed. I trust the Lambeth
Conference will be as lively ! Exit mother
and child ! He came several times again
in the Morning, offering himself to be
Belinda's footstool, but one such interview

THE PORTABLE DOES A LITTLE
ENTERTAINING.

A group of guests at a garden party given in the
South of France welcome a " spot " of radio

entertainment.

with his mother was enough for me.
was awful-what they call a virago !
was the first virago I have seen !

Having had the adenoids removed, I was

She
She

at a loss. I then bethought me of the large
coloured ball which we are going to throw
at each other when we are bathing in the
lake. I blew it up. not too tight. I eut
it between two valises, and sat Belinda on
it, like a pouffe. Nothing could have been
better. It was then about 10 p.m. I began
to calibrate. It seemed the thing to do.
What is the use of being abroad with
Belinda unless you calibrate ? I got on to
the familiar mark of the National Pro-
gramme, but Paris was chattering right on
the top of it. I couldn't get clear. I could
just hear some faint music which sounded
like Tchaikovsky. but it was no go. Paris
held Belinda's heart. But there were rivals
in the offing. Just a little down the dial
scale, somebody was " damning " some-
thing. When I got it more clearly, it was
a gentleman in Berlin saying " Herren and

Damen " at intervals in his
address. Just a little above
Radio Paris on the scale there
was music which might have
come from anywhere ; the an-
nouncer spoke what sounded
like Dutch. It was probably

-Httizen. Belinda was behaving
like a perfect lady. We got
Langenburg, and Oslo, without
difficulty. And then, suddenly,
two men in uniform stood in
the doorway !

A Spot of Bother.
I switched off. Belinda

modest ly castdown her eyes.
The ollicia!s asked me something.

replied with one of the two
French sentences I know, to
the effect : " The hat of my
aunt is blue. and is cheap." They
seemed angry, but then French
officials always seem to me to
be angry. They said something
else, to which I replied with
the second of my two sentences :
" May I bring my doll to
breakfast ? " They pointed.at
Belinda. It was the finger

of judgment. She had no licence in France.
She had no licence anywhere in Europe,
dear soul ; and was " defendu," vietato,".

(Continued on page 532.)
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CURING FADING,
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-Having benefited on. many occasions
by my weekly investment of 3d. I feel bound to write
and point out an experience of mine, which I have
not seen in print. It may be useful to your readers.

Recently I took down my set to rewire, etc.
Having very carefully re -assembled, I have, since
rewiring, been troubled with fading, preceded by a
" muzziness " of notes. Certainly reaction, etc.
was not so good as before rewiring, but until the
fading occurred, the set performed well. This
fading has troubled me a lot, and although every
part was tested, the trouble Was not located until
yesterday. Possibly the solution would be obvious
to you, but I think it would puzzle many an amateur.

I have a 2-mfd. condenser across the H.T., and when
I re -assembled the set 1 forgot that on the transformer
used in this set, I had, owing to the often occurring
transformer whistle, reversed the secondary connec-
tions. When I re -assembled I omitted to do this, and
as the condenser was used no squeal was heard, but
the fading occurred. It is simple, but it is the last
thing to look for.

Had I tested the set without the condenser, the
squeal would have been heard, but it seems quite
Possible that there may be others troubled in the same
way. My set is a " straight 3 " but the same trouble
could exist in any set. In last week's issue I notice
the usual enquiry regarding transformer whistle, and
as this develops with use in some transformers, it
would be a useful point for those employing con-
densers across H.T.. for no. whistle would be heard,
while the set might deteriorate even without the
fading I experienced.

liming reversed the secondary connections the
set is now nearly the desired 100 per cent mentioned
in one of your articles. I have an output 'filter
circuit, and Ultra Air Chrome Speaker fitted in a large
cabinet. With a pentode in last stage it is good.

I seldom use earphones, but could get America
on ultra, short waves at loud -speaker strength, given
favourable conditionit, prior to rewiring. I hope this
still maintains.

Yours faithfully,
DCA. J. T.

SOUTH AFRICAN RECEPTION.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-As I have been a keen reader of yoer
excellent publication for the past few years, 1 thief,
the following may be of interest to you.

For the past two months I have been consistently
logging Rome on the loud speaker at audibility
ranging from 114 to 116. My set is a home-eon-
structed screen -grid, detector, and two stages isf
Oadio amplification. Thinking you may care in
publish the B.F. side circuit diagram in " P.W.,"
am sending on same.

That this is not freak reception is proved by the
tact that any evening after cur local Johannesburg
has closed down I tone them in. My nearest stations
are Cape Town and Durban, both 500 miles away,
and Johannesburg 1,100 miles. Thus it can be seen

ill. 4. 411. ....... *

1

CORRESPONDENCE.

CURING FADING
SOUTH AFRICAN RECEPTION - THE
" NEUTYPE " FOUR-THE " TINY " TWO.

Letters from readers discussing interesting and
topical wireless events or recording unusual
experiences are always welcomed ; but it must
be clearly understood that the publication of
such does in no way indicate that we associate
ourselves with the views expressed by our
correspondents, and we cannot accept any re-
sponsibility for information given.-EDITOR.

* -.pp-  
that this outfit is pretty efficient as there is not a
night In the year that I have not one or other of these
stations on the'iloud speaker.

The distance from Rome to here is about 5,200
miles and I believe there the power used is 3 k.watts.

Yours faithfully,
D. C. SHARES.

(Radio Z T 2 A.)Coils

Reaction 50

B.F. coil
Grid coil 60 300-550 metres.

H.F. coil G
Grid coil 6 19-50 metres.
Reaction 5

P.O. Box II, Ifirmarisdorp, S. Africa.

BRINGS IN THE WORLD !

This is the S.G. and Detector portion of the set
used by Mr. Shanks in South Africa.

THE " NEUTYPE " FOUR.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-Allow me to thank you and your
technical staff for a remarkable set, the " Neutype "
Four. I completed this circuit in two evenings and
when the time came for, a test out, I was greatly
surprised and pleased at the results obtained.

I have been a regular reader of " P.W." for some
years, and have hooked up many of your circuits,
but the " Ncutype " tops the bill for ease of operation,
clarity, volume, and in fact everything that can be
desired in a modern set (even to the elimination of
the " B.P.s " in a degree or two !). I am using
specified components with the exception of the
transformer, which is a Ferranti A.F.3. I will not
trouble you with a list of stations logged, but it
will suffice to say that there were not a great number
of European stations which I Mil not tune in on the
speaker.

Thanking you again for a really good circuit.
Yours faithfully,

L. H. HOOPER.
Essex.

The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.
Dear Sir,-Perhaps the following hint will be useful

to some of your readers who have made the " Neu -
type" Four. I found that a Brooknians Condenser,
in series with the aerial terminal and the X coil,
makes the best volume control and does not affect
tone in the slightest degree. Wishing your paper
and experts every success.

Yours faithfully,
W. G. GEORGE.

London, N.22.

THE " TINY " TWO.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-The results obtained from this set ars
little short of remarkable. My brother and I got it
up together during Easter, and the test out on an
ordinary aerial gave every confidence of good results
on a " tree aerial."

We packed same and went off for a trial in the
country, to be precise the trial took place on Sneed -
hams Green, which is almost within the shadow of the
Cotswold Hills. Using 100 ft. " tree aerial," 2 ft.
Iron rod for earth, Marconi H.L.210, and Lissen
pentode with 100 volts on plate, the National (1554.4
metres) and Regional (479-2 metres) programmes were
received at excellent loud -speaker strength, speech
being readable at a of 14 yards. The
pentode will work on 60 volts for plate, but the
quality suffers slightly.

Radio Paris and Eiffel Tower were also received at
fair strength.

Tests on my ordinary aerial after dark has shown
that the set is not backward in DX, as Oslo, Langen-
burg, Milan, Rome, Dublin, Katowice, Glasgow,
Frankfurt and Toulouse have all been received at
loud -speaker strength.

Yours faithfully,
Gloucester. W. R.

AS we are now in the thick of the season
during which a great number of
Canadians and Americans pour into

this country, the London " hams " in par-
ticular have been receiving a fair crowd of
visitors.

One of the greatest thrills connected with
amateur radio is the meeting of a brother
amateur who has previously been only a
signal " on the air " to one, although he
may be a close friend before the meeting.

I have had the opportunity of talking
over matters with three or four visitors to
this country just lately, although they have
not all come from the States, and their
views are rather interesting.
The Britisher Scores.

The one point on which all the Americans
are unanimous is that the average Britisher
is far more technically minded than his
counterpart in the States, and although he
has less money to spare on radio gear he
makes better use of it.

We are apparently to be sympathised
with on account of our particular location
on the globe (which, I am afraid, cannot
be altered at the moment !) compared with
that of the States, for, while we are having
our long spells of bad conditions here, there
is hardly ever a time over there when some
part of the world is not coming through well,

SHORT-WAVE
NOTES.

By W. L. S.

This rather confirms my theory that I put
up a fortnight or so ago.

Incidentally, things are still just as bad
as ever here, and I am quite resigned to the
fact that 1030 will go down in history as the
" Black Year of Radio."

Short-wave supersonics still seem to be a
controversial subject. After my recent
work on the subject I am inclined to the
view that, as a telephony receiver, the super -
het. is unsurpassable. For amateur Morse
work its advantages are very doubtful on
account of the duplication of stations
through receiving each one in the two
positions, as the oscillator beats on the
upper and lower side of their carriers.

I believe that the intermediate -frequency
amplifier that follows the detector is capable
of giving a greater amplification on signals
and less on " mush " than a low -frequency
amplifier giving the same overall " mag.,"
but otherwise there is nothing in it for
C.W. work,

Another point I have noticed just recently
is the effect of a screened -grid stage before
the detector on the length of aerial neces-
sary. Results are just what one would
expect ; with the screened -grid stage work-
ing well there is very little diminution in
signal strength when one shortens the
aerial, although with the same aerial
coupled closely to the detector there is an
enormous effect. The fact that practice
follows theory is sufficiently unusual to
warrant a mention of this effect.

Incidentally, this might form a good test
of whether a screened -grid stage is working
properly.

Transatlantic Telephony.
The queer, uniaitelligible noises that are

sometimes heard on the transatlantic
'phones are not due to single side -band
telephony or any modification thereof, if
my deductions are correct. I believe that,
when secrecy is desired, they modulate the
carrier -wave with a supersonic frequency,
and that the modulation we hear is the
difference between the speech frequencies
and this supersonic frequency.

It should be possible to make it intelli-
gible again, but I am not giving any hints
in case I make myself unpopular with the
authorities who desire secrecy.
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MAKING YQUIZ
OWN LOUDSP

A practical article about a fascinating occupation at which every
" P.W." reader should " have a go."

By ROBERT BLACK.

HAVE
you ever seriously considered

making your own loud speaker ?
Perhaps you have Already weighed

up the pros and cons and thought to your-
self something on the following lines.

" If I buy a complete loud speaker I
do know exactly what I am getting. I

go to the dealer's and
I can hear it. I know
exactly what it will look
like for 1 have seen it.
I like the appearance, I
know it will tone beauti-

fully with
the furniture
in the rest of
the room, I
have got
the, maker's
name behindit, and,
finally, I
don't have
to worry."

Now as
Jack Payne's lads will
tell you if yeti listen in
when they are in lively
mood, " You die if you
worry, you die if you
don't, so why worry at
all ? " This idea that
the making of a loud
speaker is a worrying

business. ought to be nailed down once and
for all, for on the contrary it is an interesting
and profitable job. Think of the other side
of the question for a moment.

If instead of buying a complete loud

Tne Ormond Large
Cone Chassis, with
its adjustable unit.

- .

A close-up of the Watmel L.S. Unit.

speaker you buy a loud
speaker unit and " make
you own " all sorts of in-
teresting possibilities are
opened up. You can make your own
cabinet, adapt, or buy a cabinet, or instead
use a baffle -board.

You can try different cones with it,
different methods of mounting the cone,
and you can try different sizes of cone.
The beauty of all these stunts is that they
are accompanied by subtle differences of
tone which if you are a musician, or have a
musical ear, will be a constant source of
satisfaction and pleasure.

If you are not particularly interested in
the experimental side at present, the fact
you will be saving money should be attrac-
tive. The unit is the heart and soul of the

Here is the famous " Blue Spot " L.S. Unit
mounted on its chassis and ready for placing in-

side your own cabinet.

loud speaker and this you purchase ready-
made. Having the unit, what else remains
before you can listen to it ?

Easily -Triad improvements.
Well, it is provided with a little driving

rod, and that driving rod has to be fixed to
a cone, and that cone must be supported in
some way. attention being paid to the effect
of the support on the reproduction.

As no doubt you are aware, the unit and
cone can be held in their correct relative
positives on a proper " chassis."

If you have plenty of time and are moder-
ately handy with tools you could snake a
wooden chassis or framework that will be
absolutely satisfactory in use.

Various kinds of stiff paper, such as
" kraft " can be tried for the cone, many of
them being marked ready for cutting, and

all:of them being ea,ily tried. If you like
clean, crisp reproduction of the top stuff and
high notes you will probably choose a stiffish
paper, and there is plenty of room for experi-
ment in doping and " loading " a paper cone.

There is a wide and interesting field of
experiment in using thin wooden partitions,
etc., for a diaphragm instead of a cone.
One of the most natural effects I have ever
heard was obtained by an ingenious house-
holder who had a " serving -hatch " or
trapdoor between his kitchen and dining -
room, and who fitted up this as a " dia-
phragm."

Diaphragm Diversity.
Thin wood was used, fitting exactly into

the hole in the wall, and an ordinary L.S.
unit was fitted direct to the centre of the
trap-door which thus became a wooden
" diaphragm."

Worked from a three -valve set, the
volume was ample for both rooms. The
quality was unusually good, as the whole
wall between the rooms was acting as a
baffle. Anyone who has tried such a stunt
will admit that one of the most interesting
things about radio reception is the making of
one's own loud speaker.

The " Vee " Unit shown here is a product of
those pioneers of loud -speaker manufacture.

S. G. Brown, Ltd.
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FROM THE TECHNICAL EDITOR'S NOTE BOOK.

Tested and
Found--

GECOPHONE MOVING -COIL SPEAKER.
THE moving -coil type of speaker is

rapidly gaining popularity, and the
latest people to commence manufac-

turing this type are the G.E.C.
I do not think that there has ever been

any doubt as to the superiority of the
moving -coil system in the minds of amateurs,
but there must naturally have been a
certain amount of-well, suspicion, against
a speaker costing so much more than the
simple cones and being built on relatively
heavy lines.

Perhaps it was thought that even if fine
results could be obtained it would only be
so if a very powerful set were employed.
This is not, of course, strictly the case. You
want a good set because a moving -coil
speaker can always show up faults.

Of the G.E.C. moving -coil speaker the
makers say :

. . . The suspension device and the speech
coil former are machined from one piece of duralumin,
and as the number of separate parts to be secured
to the tone is reduced to a minimum, the most potent
mimeo of chatter in a moving -coil speaker is thereby
eliminated.

" The machining throughout is to fine limits, and
(his enables an extremely small gap to be employed
between the field magnets and the coil, with its
attendant high efficiency and great sensitivity.
Only 10 watts are required to energise the field magnets
at very high magnetic flux density.

"The framework of the diaphragm is of aluminium,
so that while it is comparatively light it is rigid, and
it is firmly clamped to the pot to support the cone at
its periphery. This. cone is of impregnated paper,
and it is suspended by very flexible calf skin, with a
generous rim of felt at the diaphragm edge where
it makes contact with a battle.

" The Geeophone moving -coil loud speaker is de-
signed both for A.C. and D.C. main supplies.

In the case of the A.C. model a rectifying unit
forms part of the speaker chassis, and is surmounted
by a valve holder carrying an Osram 175 full -wave
rectifier. Valve rectification has been adopted because
of the advantages it offers in the simplification of
the smoothing system, and the uniformity of the
output voltage.

' This A.C. model is suitable for use on mains
having a pressure of 200/260 volts, with a frequency
between 50 and 80 cycles, and clearly marked ter-
minals, with an ebonite safety cover, conduce to
correct connection to these mains.

" An Input transformer is incorporated in this model,
and as It is centre -tapped, it permits a choice to be
made of two impedances to match up with the output
valve of the set to which it is connected This trans-
former, because of its centre -tapping in its primary
winding, renders the use of an extra intermediary
transformer unnecessary when employed in conjunc-
tion with a pull -push amplifier.

" Furthermore, in view of this transformer, the loud
speaker can be used direct in the anode circuit of the
output valve in any type of set., or with a choke con-
denser output filter. a provision which makes for
safety as well as contributing to general efficiency.

"The D.C. model Incorporate all the features of the
A.C. model with the exception of the rectifying unit.
An adequate smoothing device copes with the mains
input in such a way that a remarkable background
silence is secured.

" Like the A.C. Model, an input transformer forms
an integral part of the unit, thereby offering just the
same facilities for connection. Ample safeguards are

employed, so that it can be connected
with impunity on any mains within a
200,260 -volt range. Its sensitivity and
quality of volume are a revelation.

" One of the fundamental factors in
the successful performance of a moving -
roil loud speaker is the inclusion of
a baffle. While both tile Gecoplione
moving -coil loud speakers dealt with
above are available in chassis form
only, and therefore require the pro-
vision of a baffle for full efficiency,
hey can also be obtained mounted in

a battle.
" The baffle adopted as a standard is a singularly

attractive one in the shape of a small easel. The
loud -speaker chassis is firmly affixed to this in such
a way that there is no undue tension at the point of
amalgamation, and no possibility of the centre pole -
piece in the magnet pot failing to maintain its essen-
tial right angle to the face of the diaphragm frame."

So, as you can see, this G.E.C. product
is very far from being a haphazard design.
And as you also will have gathered it does
not work as such. Actually its results are
very fine. Its sensitivity is of an excep-
tionally high character, indeed, I think it
is by far the most sensitive moving -coil
speaker I have ever come across.

It is more sensitive than the average cone
speaker, so you will agree that in this
respect it is rather wonderful.

And it gives you full bass together with
a brilliant upper register. It can be success-
fully operated with quite an ordinary kind
of set, such as a Det. 2 L.F. three.

I think it deserves 100 points out of 100
for its all-round efficiency as judged by
present-day standards, which are a lot
superior to those of only a year or two ago.

BURNDEPT PORTABLE SET.
We have had an opportunity of testing

the Burndept Super Screened Portable Set.
This receiver employs four valves, one of
which is an
S.G. The
loud speaker
is built into
the lid, and
there is also
a built-in
turn -table
permit ting
the set to be
swung easily
in any direc-
tion.

The set
has a sub -

The Burndept surer -screened portable receives.

stantial and handsome leather case with a
walnut finish. Wavechange is available
with one simple switch.

It is not an unduly heavy outfit, more
particularly when it is remembered that,
unlike some portables which have been
offered to the public, it has an adequate
battery equipment.

The results it gives are well above the
average. The quality of reproduction
compares favourably with that of any set
of any type, and it is completely stable in
operat ion.

There is not the slightest tendency
towards instability on either wave -band
and this, in a portable having an out-of-the-
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F.::.=-. When you are Buying-
=
--I 23.-A MILLIAMMETER. E.= A milliammeter should have a low -F-

resistance-the lower the better. Some E.
of the cheap ones have higher resistances E

R.' than is advisable for such instruments i
=if they are to be used for checking anode

currents in valve sets.
Always see that the scale adequately

''' covers the ranges you are likely to work g
-7- over-but don't have too great a margin E
E or your readings will tend to be less E
 easily readable. E

It you want to deal with currents up
 to 20 milliamperes a meter reading to E_
.2 25 would prove quite suitable.
E Many of the remarks made in regard
 to voltmeters last week also apply to E
 milliammeters.

Multi -range meters are quite satis-
 factory propositions providing they are -1'

of reputable make. There Is no reason E
at all why a meter should not show you
several ranges, for it is merely a matter
of resistance shunts-there is no E
mechanical " wangle " about it. Of
course, the shunts must be accurately a"
arranged. ==
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ordinary degree of sensitivity, is quite
surprising. The controls are perfectly
straightforward and are simple in character
and pleasant to handle.

Station -searching is facilitated by the
provision of accessible and smooth -running
controls.

On test we had no difficulty whatever in
locating half a dozen stations in daylight,
and these were received at full loud-
speaker strength. At night, of course, the
range of the instrument is considerably
extended.

Should an even greater number of
distant stations be required, aerial and earth
terminals are provided so that an extra-
ordinary antenna can be used.

The Burndept Super Screened Portable,
complete with valves and including royal-
ties, costs £23 10s. in either a walnut or
mahogany "finish.

A GRID -LEAK HOLDER.
A neat device which will doubtless find

its way into the gadget boxes of many con-
structors is the 'new Burne-Jones grid -leak
holder. It is a very simple but very useful
little article.

There are two clips, which will accom-
modate any ordinary grid leak easily and
securely, and two terminals fixed on a
bakelite base drilled for baseboard mounting.
The article is completely satisfactory, and
costs only 6d.
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CORRECTING Ai
YOUR Q [ %tin
Some practical hints on overcoming those little faults in
the set which prevent you from getting the best results

from your loud speaker.
By A. S. CLARK.

N0 matter how good your loud speaker-
no matter how large your aerial-
no matter how many valves you

have-and no matter how superior your
set is, unless it is being worked properly you
cannot even hope to get passable quality !
You can go on tuning -in all night, or

adjusting
your loud
speaker for
hours on
end, and
avail your-
self nothing.

It is a
great pity
that sets
capable of
giving goodquality
should be
allowed to
go on pour-
ing out
"noise"

because the adjustments necessary to correct
the quality are so easily carried out.

Avoid Overloading.
Strictly speaking an uneven overall

response curve is distortion in itself, but
this is not the distortion which gets on one's
nerves. The shape of the response curve
really only determines the tone or pitch of
the results.

Also the question of what is the best
pitch is a matter of personal opinion

The Bullphone " Nightingile " Unit.

This is th2 N.,& K. Inductor.

entirely. It is decided by the design of
the set and the particular loud speaker in
use.

The distortion we are really concerned
with is of the " horrid " type, which
produces tinny, screechy, boomy or rattly
reproduction, and is generally caused by
overloading, incorrect grid bias, or a poor
H.T. supply.

Probably the first of these, namely over-
loading the last valve in the set, is the
most common cause of bad quality. It is
literally impossible to get good quality
without a power valve of some sort in the

The Type K " Mallard Loud Speaker.

last position (referring to working a loud-
speaker, of course).

Yet in spite of this, many sets are working
or trying to work a loud speaker, after an
ordinary L.F. valve. Give your speaker a
fair chance and use a power valve, and
don't try to get more volume out of it
than it can handle.

G.B. and H.T. Voltages.
You will find that most makers give a

table with their power valves showing the
correct values of grid bias for various H.T.
voltages. ' The plate voltages given apply
to the voltage at the plate of the valve,l_]and
not the actual voltage of the H.T. battery.

If, however. you are using an output
choke of good quality these two voltages
will be near enough the same. When your
loud speaker is connected directly into the
plate circuit of the last valve you 'should
allow about 20 volts off the H.T. value
before looking up the right grid bias
voltage.

This is be-
cause a certain
drop in volt-
age is bound to take place across the loud
speaker winding. If you knoiv the D.C.
resistance of the speaker and the current

The well-known Watea " Star " L.S. Unit.

being passed by the last valve you can of
course work out the exact voltage drop by
Ohm's Law.

.When a dry battery is running down, its
internal resistance goes up, and may
produce L.P. instability by causing back -
coupling between valves. Such instability
does not always show up in the form of a
howl or whistle. It may simply cause
distortion to take place.

The way to prevent such battery coupling
is by inserting decoupling resistances (with
shunting condensers) in the H.T. leads.
The detector H.T. supply lead is usually
the most effective point.

This Falk Stadelmann Speaker employs a " SPid"r "
diaphragm.
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ECKEPSLEYe'--\
UERYORNER,

SHORT-WAVE STATIONS HEARD ON
LONG-WAVES-SHALL I GET A HYDRO-
METER ? - GRID -LEAK VALUES -A

SHOCK FROM THE AERIAL.

Under the above title, week by week, Captain P. P. Eckersley, M.I.E.E.. late Chief Engineer of the B.B.C., and now our Chief
Radio Consultant, comments upon radio queries submitted by " P.W." readers. But don't address your queries to Captain

Eckersley-a selection of those received by the Query Department in the ordinary way will be dealt with by him;

Short -Wave Stations Heard on Long -Waves.
W. S. (Cambridge).-" I am using a per-

fectly straightforward set consisting of a
detector and two L.F. stages, the aerial cir-
cuit being of the tapped coil type. This
receiver is quite selective and I have no
difficulty in cutting out or separating the
Brookmans Park transmission on the
medium wave -hand.

" When, however, I switch over to 5 X X,
1 find that the Regional transmitter at
Brookmans Park tends to cause interference.
I cannot understand this. What is the
explanation ? "

" A straightforward circuit " consists in an
inductance tuned by a condenser. On
switching to long waves a new. inductance
(sixteen or more times the value of the
medium wave range inductance) is switched
into circuit.

An untuned inductance has an impedance
which remains very much the same value
over the range of frequencies as between say
200 and 500 metres wave -length. This
constant impedance, as apart from a tuned
circuit impedance, is enough to offer a
high resistance to the passage of all high-
frequency currents.

Thus the local Brookmans Park emissions
of relatively high frequency simply pile up
a voltage across the long -wave inductance
regardless of the " tuning " effect by which
we normally select programmes. A smaller
inductance and a larger condenser to select
5 X X gets over the trouble, but in essence
one wants to make the tuning effect apart
from the fine impedance effect of the in-
ductance predominant. Anything then for
more selectivity.

Try a smaller inductance, try a weaker
coupling or fine coupled circuit of H.F.
tuned stages. all of which should cure the
trouble.

Shall I Get a Hydrometer ?
T. R. (Birmingham).-" I have just

bought a new accumulator, and I want to
keep it in first-class condition. I have been
told that the colour of the plates is an indi-
cation of the state of -charge, and I have also
been informed that a hydrometer is essen-
tial.

" Is it possible for me to tell from the colour
of the plates exactly what condition the
battery is in, or must I buy a hydrometer ?

It is practically impossible to tell the
amount of charge in a battery by judging
the colour of the plates. The colour of the
plates is a general indication of the condition

of the battery rather than a quantitative
measure of its existing charge.

The hydrometer is an infallible method,
as it measures a perfectly definite quantity.
Buy a hydrometer, then, and see that the
specific gravity of the acid is kept right
relatively to charge and absolutely as re-
gards evaporation.

If the specific gravity is changed abso-
lutely through evaporation; always add dis-
tilled water. The relative specific gravity
of the liquid gives a measure of the charge.

TRANSMITTER TECHNIQUE

This is a Marconi valve transmitter, which can be used
for continuous wave work, or for I.C.W. Note the " all -

in " simplicity as compared with earlier apparatus.

Grid -Leak Values.
B. N. M. (Hendon).-" I have a one -valve

receiver, and I find that if I replace the 2-
meg. grid leak with one having a value of
5 megs. I get much letter reception. Why
should this higher value give me' increased
sensitivity ?

"I notice that in practically every pub-
lished design the value of the grid leak is
2 megohms."

The grid -leak method of detection de-
pends upon the positive excursions of grid
voltage collecting electrons (i.e. a negative
charge) on the grid, which, since there is a
high -resistance path to earth in the grid
leak, take time to leak away and to produce
a non -proportionate effect as between posi-
tive and negative grid excursions.

In other words the negative grid voltage
excursions are ineffective in producing, anode
current and so give rectification by eliminat-
ing one half of the charges of the total H.F.
grid voltage charge.

Obviously the greater the value of grid
leak the more pronounced this effect. But
what of linearity of response ?

As too high value of leak produces dis-
tortion, so it is always a balance between
quantity and quality. The 2-meg. leak
maybe is high enough for good quality ;
given other constants, the 5-meg. grid leak
is more sensitive but does not give such good
quality.

* * *

A Shock from the Aerial.
" PERPLEXED " (South Shields).-" Re-

cently, fearing that my aerial might get
struck by lightning, 1 disconnected this
during a storm. Later on, after the storm
had ceased, I attempted to connect this
to the set, and received a violent shock.
Why did I get this shock ? "

You got this shock because the aerial got
charged up as an insulated conductor. The
celebrated Franklin (the first one, not
" C. M.," who designed the beam station
transmitters) flew a kite on a conducting
wire and he insulated the wire from earth
and drew considerable sparks from his kite -
carried conductor.

As you go up and up into the air the electric
potential of earth increases with increasing
height. In a thunderstorm this potential
increases more rapidly than when the electric
state of the atmosphere is more stable.

So if you put a wire into the air it collects
a charge, and this charge, since the wire is a
conductor, spreads itself evenly over the
wire. But when you, an earthed body,
touch the wire, the charge passes in you
to earth and you give a jump !

Moral, if, as you should, you disconnect
your aerial during a thunderstorm, earth it
as well. Use a switch which in the off posi-
tion earths the aerial; in the "on" position
connects the aerial to the set.
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This attractively -finished instrument is the Loewe
Cone Type Loud Speaker.

In any case you probably go home and
think it all over, you recall all the prone and
cons, balance for and against, and after all
your trouble you
find that you are
very much in the
position from which
you started. So
what are you going
to do now?

The first thing to
do is to cheer up.
The sure and solid
truth of the matter
is this. There is
an enormous variety
of loud speakers
from which is
choose, every type
has its own en-
thusiastic ad-
herents, and nearly
every enthusiast be-
lieves so firmly in
his own favourite
that he cannot help thinking that all the
others are poor in comparison.

The Search for Perfection.
Actually and as a matter of technical

interest there is no really perfect loud speaker
at all. That does not matter very much
because not one person in five thousand
could recognise perfection if they heard it !

The point to remember is that the
modern loud speaker is a very good instru-

The famous Lissen Moving -Coil Speaker is
available in both permanent magnet and electro-
magnetic types, or wtt-hout this handroins

cabinet if cost is a first consideration.

The dry rectifier shown attached to the frame-
work is used in this A.C. version of the " Mag-

navox " X -core Moving -Coil instrument.

LET "P.W." HELP YOU TO CHOOSE YOUR NEW LOUD SPEAKER

ment indeed. There are several different
types, and these types have their different
advantages and limitations. From the
point of view of programme -enjoyment they
have one thing in common-they are all good !

All this talk about the excellence of one
type of loud speaker, or the still greater
excellence of another type, is a sure proof
of one fact-a proof that there is a steady
search for perfection. There is a keen
desire for realistic reproduction. There is
an enormous and very critical audience
concentrating upon every different detail
of the loud speaker's performance.

Unwanted Resonances.
The fact that we are still progressing and

finality has not been reached should not
blind us from seeing
that we have gone
a very long way in
our quest for quality.
Let us see where
the modern loud
speaker, which you
can buy at the shop
round the corner,
really ,stands when
compared with its
predecessor.

The loud speaker
of a few years ago
was simply a glori-
fied telephone ear-
piece: There is no
necessity for me to
enter into the action
of it here, as this
has often been dealt
with in articles in

" P.W.," and in any case most readers will
have an idea of the action of the diaphragm.

In the earlier types very pronounced
resonance effects were common. That is
to say, the peculiarities of its construction
tended to make the loud speaker exaggerate
certain frequencies at the expense of certain
other frequencies.

Incapable of reproducing the deep notes
of .the organ or the boom of drums, never-
theless these old-fashioned small -horn loud
speakers were sometimes very good when

reproducing speech, and their
sensitivity was frequently
phenomenal.

Experiments with the size
and shape of the horn of loud
speakers soon began, and are
still going on, but public
attention was largely directed
away from these by the
advent of the cone speaker.
Breaking right away from the
Older type, this class of loud
speaker uses a large conical
diaphragm. driven by a unit
to which it is joined by a
short driving rod. The pro-
spective purchaser will find
many points of real interest
in this class of instrument.

A great deal of attention
has been paid to the driving
unit itself and every detail of
its action has been overhauled
with a view to improvement.
For instance, the air gap
between the armature and

Above is an up-to-ditte D.O. version of the B.T.H.
R.K.," forerunner ots, all the moving -coil

loud speakers. Below (ter the left) is shown a
Burndept Cabinet Cone (once £2 10s. in oak or
mahogany). Beta* it is the Ferranti D.C.
chassis, of which Cabinet) and Pedestal models

are obtainable.

Look
at the

Wonderful
Variety

of

Niodifrn

LoudiSpiakers
vnow

AMlable !

the magnet, across which the
magnetic action takes place,
early came in for attention.

The methods of applying
the magnetic force across this
were greatly improved by the
" balanced armature," and
not only was the sensitivity
Of the instrument increased
but its evenness of response
and ability to reproduce
different musical frequencies
without. showing marked' pre-
ferences for certain notes on
the audibility scale were
greatly enhanced.

Cone and Coil.
Side by side with these im-

provements in the magnetic
action many other equally
important improvements were
being effected. A very wide
variety of materials has been
experimented with in the
search for the perfect cone

Of the five loud speakers in the centre below, the first is a Tziotron, employing a balanced -armature unit. Next comas a linen -
diaphragm speaker, made by Moores. of Liverpool, and in the centre is one of the Ultra Electric Ltd. models. The chassis

model, standing beside it, is an " Undy " product, and last of the centre five is the famous Z20, made by Celestion, Ltd.

diaphragm, and all sorts of likely and
unlikely substances have shared popular
favour at different times.

A stiffened paper or " cardboard "
foundation is still commonly used, and
among other substances adopted have been
various skins, parchment, doped linen and
so forth.

Development along these lines was in
itself sufficiently promising when the whole
situation was once again altered funda-
mentally by the arrival of another type
altogether-the moving -coil loud speaker.
Using a large conical diaphragm similar to
that of the ordinary cone loud speaker, its
principle of action is entirely different from
that of the other types.

The result is that there are now in
common use three
different main types
of loud speaker-viz.
those in which a horn
is employed ; those
in which a large dia-
phragm is driven by
an electro magnetic
L.S. unit ; and those
in which the driving
force is a moving -coil.

In the latter type
of speaker no
sensitively -t re tab! ing
armature is used, but
affixed to the centre
of diaphragm is

light coil of fine
wire, through which
the set's output is
passed. The coil,
centred on the dia-
phragm, is placed in
z,ti intensely powerful magnetic field, and
every variation of current through it causes
it to alter its position. It thus moves the
diaphragm to and fro in accordance with
the received currents.

A New Departure.
There were some very remarkable dif-

ferences between this and the preceding
methods of reproduction. One outstanding

WHATEVER YOUR NEEDS THERE IS ONE MADE TO SUIT YOU.

This attractive Kolster Brandes model employs
balanced armature.

This Philips L6ud Speaker is fitted in a moulded
Bakelite cabinet, and an ingenious lead -switch

gives three different impedance values.

fact was that the
moving coil itself
was its own driving
and restoring force,
not dependent on
springs and similar
resonance -producing
mechanism. Another
feature of great im-
portance was its
robust construction
and generous size,
allowing it to handle
enormous volume.

Long Life.
So much for time

main characteristics
of the types at
present on the mar-
ket. How do these
fundamental differ-

ences affect the purchaser ?
" How long will it last ? " is one question

that crops up immediately, and in this
respect all modern loud speakers arc really
satisfactory. Used properly they wilt
" carry on " year after year-in fact, most
disused loud speakers have been " improved
away," supplanted by better instruments',
long before they were worn out. A silent

(Continued on next page.)

Above is the A mplion Standard Cabinet -Cone.
which employs a sensitive balanced -armature
unit. It can be obtained in oak, mahogany, or
walnut, and alternative values of impedance are

available.
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CHOOSING AND USING
LOUD SPEAKERS.
(Continued from previous page.)

*
tribute to the great progress made in the
last few years ! _

Assuming long life for all types, what
about first cost, running cost, and quality
of service rendered ? Cone types score
heavily -on first cost,
for they are much
cheaper than the
" moving coil."

A n o_t, he r point
where the moving -

Bakers, of Selhurst, Croydon, are the makers of
this moving -coil, which, like all snob assemblies,
is used in conjunction with a baffie-board or

cabinet.

coil loud speaker compares unfavourably.is in
running cost. The " cone," once purchased,
has merely to be fed from the set's loud-
speaker terminals, and will go on giving
splendid service without further expense.
The " moving coil " needs " feeding.'

(It is true that some moving -coil speakers
do get their field -magnetism from permanent
magnets, and so, like the cone types, have
no running costs. But the mains -driven or
the battery -fed types are far more com-
monly used.)

Comparative Costs.
If you have electric light in the house you

can drive a moving -coil speaker from the
mains and hardly notice its upkeep cost, for
the power consumption is quite low, and is
usually less than that of an ordinary lamp.
With D.C. mains the field winding simply
goes straight across the mains, but with

Two Rotor -Electric Models,_ that on the right being -the " Peter Giassman "
Moving -Coil.

A.C. mains some form of rectifier is needed,
and this usually puts up the first cost of the
instrument. _

41s an -alternative to driving from the
mains there is the moving -coil speaker that
is battery -driven, a very large 6 -volt
accumulator being commonly employed- for
the purpOse. This battery, of course, has to
be recharged, so the method has no advan-
tage in running cost as compared with the
direct -mains -driven type.

Apart from this question of running cost,
there is quality.

How does the moving -coil qualify compare
with the " cone " ?

Theoretically the " moving coil " should
be bettor, and most people having heard a
geed M.C. speaker operating _properly Will
claim that for quality it stands supreme.
(Nevertheless not all M.C. speakers can beat
all the cone types, and personally I would
much prefer a good " cone " to a poor
" moving coil.")

The Question of Quality.
This question of quality is .one on which

many rash statements have been made.
You will sometimes hear it said that
moving coils are too " homily " ; but
whilst this was true of earlier models, it
certainly is not an inherent fault in later

In this Whiteley Boneham instrument the cone is
placed behind the driving unit.

types, which are marvellously bright and
crisp in their rendering of " the top stuff."

In general, if you can afford- a good
price for a loud speaker, it will pay you
to do so, but the questions of cost are too

involved to dogma-
tise over. If you
fancy one of the
"moving coils,"
don't forget to ascer-
tain its running costs.
(These can be worked
out accurately by
the dealer.)

Remember, too,
that your results will
not depend for
quality upon the loud
speaker alone. That
is merely one end of
a chain, every link of
which is important...

The set itself, the
valves, the proper
maintenance of the
batteries.-.all these
are important. And

seven -sided speaker is the Edison -Bell
Perfectone.

so also is the method of connecting The
loud speaker to the set.

The ideal method (especially wheie
several rooms are to be " wired " for radio
reception, and where large Volume is -re-
quired) is to use an " output filter." This
takes the form of a choke -condenser circuit
or of an output transformer, and has many
advantages.

The more expensive moving -coil speakers
not only contain their own filters," (jut
are recommended for use with certain
valves, H.T. voltages, etc., and all such
makers' hints should be studied befi5ie-
hand. With less expensive speakers and
less ambitious output requirements, the
question of filters is less important, but it
is always well worth considering.

Some Final Hints.
The leads to other rooms, etc., should

be permanently wired, as trailing flex is
very unsatisfactory. Where extensions are
to be used a filter circuit becomes essential,
for otherwise the extensions must be treated
as "live" wiring and this is obviously
inadvisable.

Standing near a bare wall, a loud speaker
seems "brighter," and placed before a curtain
it may lose a tendency to " ring " a little
on -certain notes, so_ be sure to find which
position in the room seems to suit it best.

AMother factor that makes a great deal
of difference to the enjoyment obtainable
froin aloud speaker is the method of volume
control. Gadgets for this are obtainable
everywhere, and full details for fitting it
are issued with the volume control.

*he ends of the leads going to the moving coil
are clearly shown in this Goodman M.C. Speaker.

BY P.R.BIRD

NOWADAYS not many people are
hardy enough to buy a loud speale'r
by its appearance alone, or on the

strength of what the first salesman says
about it. -Usually a few enquiries are made
among friends, but the results from this
method are apt to be rather puzzling.

The " Marconiphone Moving Coil," which can
be obtained for A.C. or D.C. mains drive, or for

battery operation.

You find that different people have
different ideas, the only similarity being
that each considers his own fundamentally
right and everyone else's idea fundamentally
wrong. You speak to Jones for instance,
and you find that he. is superbly certain.

Other People's Ideas.
" I've got a so-and-so," he says. " It's

simply wonderful ! You ought to get one.
You ought to hear mine. You ought to
come round and listen to it."

READY TO BUILD YOUR OWN.

Here are the carts for the Six -Sixty Cone Assembly.

* -.--. ...... ..---4-4.. *
A practical talk about the various
types, the ways -in which they i
work, and the methods of getting T

best results. I
* --4-4.- ........ -4-----..-..,--..*

You do, and very likely you wish you had
not ! Jones may be a good fellow-but his
idea of music is not your idea of it.

Or perhaps you speak to Smitlia quiet,
knoWing chap in whose radio judgment
you have faith. But Smith-himself a
quiet man-likes a really loud speaker.

This Squire aluminium cone cradle for use with
any standard unit retails at 15. -.

You dO not have to go to his house to hear
it., you can listen to in the road. The
power is phenomenal'_ and the likeness to a
band unmistakable.

You could hear the drums,
you could hear the flutes.
but your ear drums ached
for days ! And when Smith
tells you how much it costs
him for that outfit you
shake your head and sadly
fade away. (Wonderful it
certainly was, and probably
worth its cost, but where's
the .1i1M7Py IO come from ?)

So you try again and
this time you ask the
acknowledged local radio ex-
pert. You immediately re-
lease a flood ! He'll talk to
you earnestly about afalling
characteristic,  and he will
carry on about cut-off for
hours. From him you will

This Gecophone Moving Coil Speaker is for use
with A.C. mains, the valve. shown being the

necessary rectifier.

hear all about peaking and middle -range -
resonance, and you will come away from
him with thousands of technical terms
ringing in your ears and dull despair in
your heart.

Then you call on a dealer. He reverses
the whole business once again. He shows
you this, he shows you that, he shows you
the other. Sometimes you get a world of
help from him. Sometimes you don't.

Get it Demonstrated.
Sometimes you get the impression that

he does not care a hang what he sells you,
so long as he does sell it. While on the other
hand he may be an obliging and efficient
salesman who will willingly demonstrate
any model in which you are interested.

(Continued on next pale.)

The Donotene Loud Speaker is distinctive in
both principle and appearance.
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For all circuits in
" Popular Wireless "

use

UE/1\:',RIT ,,
,

compolviAns
Modern Components for Modern Circuits

THE NEW COILS ( APPr"eciDesign).
Coil with Selector Switch, Tuning s. d.
and Coupling Coil Unit - Per pair 17 6
H.F. Chokes - - - 6 6
Potentiometers - - - - 2 6
Volume Controls - 4 0
Battery Switch - - 1 0
L.F. Chokes, 20 -henry - - - 21 0
Mains Transformer, Universal Input 37 6
H.F. By -Pass Unit - 4 6
Anti -Capacity Switches, all sizes.
Standard 6 x 6 x Screening Box (in heavy
gauge aluminium), grey finish, 6 6; polished 7 6

Write for illustrated lists :

WRIGHT & WEAIRE, LTD.,
740, High Road, LONDON, N.17

'13: 1 N;;:t7,8

MAINS TRANSFORMER for "GRGOLA " H.T. SUPPLY UNIT 30 -

DARIO PRICES
Bivolt or ForyoH

Universe!
Resistron
Super H.F.
Super Detector 

Super Power
Hyper Power
Super Power

Pentodion
Dario Transtcrmer- Ratios 3-1 or 51 - L; -

Write for Free Folder to:

IMPEX ELECTRICAL LTA.
Dept. B

538, High Road, Leytonstone, London, E.11

18)

The Loud -Speaker Unit
that has supplanted the

moving -coil speakers
Thousands of Undy 8 Pole Dynamic Loud -Speaker Units have

already been sold - the demand in fact has far exceeded all expecta-
tions. This means that in the few weeks since its introduction the
Undy Loud -Speaker Unit has literally swept the board and proved
easily the most popular as well as the most efficient unit sold.

Considering the negligible amount of energy required due to its
novel design. it is not surprising that the Undy 8 Pole Dynamic Unit
should prove so popular, for it gives really good results from all
receivers and removes the necessity of an expensive high -power final
stage valve.

In volume, tone, and reproduction the Undy is unbeaten even by
the finest moving -coil Loud Speaker.

The Undy can be used with any final stage valve on the market
so that you can still utilise your old receiver and valves. Before you
buy a Loud Speaker it is to your own interests to hear the Undy.
See that you get an original Undy 8 Pole Dynamic Unit as many
competing makes are offered as being of equal value.

Ask to hear it at your Wireless Dealers.

Manufactured by " PS'REI.4 " Frank/,l/Main, Germany. Sole Agent for
U.K., J. Hemelik, 8, Culliumvorth Rd., London, N.W.Io.

'I'hone Willesden 3033.

See the "Undy" Inlaid Polished Walnut Cabinet
Model, containing Unit fitted into handsome superbly -

finished case, £4 : 10s.
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CAN THEVOLTIIETER LIE ?
THERE used to be a saying that the

camera could not lie, which was more
or less taken for granted until the

first producer of faked photographs ap-
peared with pictures showing all kinds
of incredible subjects. So with the volt-
meter.

Most of us are content to take it, so long
as the instrument is of known accuracy,
that the readings which it shows are correct.
Actually it can lie as hard and as effectively
as the camera !

Principle of a Voltmeter.
Let us see what electromagnetic volt-

meters really do. Their action depends
upon the basic fact that a magnetised
needle suspended in the field of a coil is
deflected in one direction or the other when
current passes through the
windings, the amount of the
deflection depending upon the
strength of the current.

This is the principle of the
moving -iron volt meter ; the
moving -coil volt meter is a
development of it. Here we
have a coil, cam rying, a pointer,
suspended in the -field of a
permanent magnet. The coil
moves, carrying the pointer with
it, when current is passed into
the windings.

Suppose that we take a milli -
Ammeter reading from 0 to 100
and place in series with it
enough resistance to bring the
total of the outside resistance
plus that of the windings to
1,000 ohms. Then by Ohm's
Law each volt will drive one
milliampere through 1,000 ohms,
and we can make a scale reading from
0 to 100 volts.

So far so good, but remember that for a
full-scale deflection, or in other words a
reading of 100 volts, a current of 100 milli-
amperes is necessary. This we should call
a low -resistance voltmeter; its resistance is
actually 10 ohms per volt.

High -Resistance Meter.
We can make a high -resistance instru-

ment by taking a milliammeter reading
from 0 to 1 milliampere and obtaining a
total resistance of 100,000 ohms with it.
Since 100 volts drive 1 milliampere through
100,000 ohms, the instrument can be cali-
brated to read from 0 to 100, only 1 milli --
ampere being required for a full-scale

* -4.---- .40- 4. -40-4.- .10-4.-41.-4,..4.

tt

Invaluable as the voltmeter is to
the experimenter, there are many
little points about the use of it
which are worth knowing and are

clearly set forth below.
By R. W. HALLOWS, M.A.

-0-

deflection. SuchSuch an instrument is said to
have a resistance of 1,000 ohms per volt.

Let us see how each of these instruments
can lie when used to measure voltages in
the wireless set. A high-tension battery
with an original E.M.F. of 108 volts has
been in use for some months.

We wonder whether it is still in good

ACCURACY FIRST!

something rather higher than the 99 volts
that it shows. " How the ? Why the ?
What the ? "

Exactly ; it is very perplexing, is it not ?
When a dry -cell battery has been in use for
some time, its internal resistance, which
was at first not more than a small fraction
of an ohm per cell, rises enormously.

Internal Resistance of Battery.
The E.M.F., when a battery is old, has

to drive current through the considerable
resistance not only of the voltmeter, but
also of the battery itself. Hence with a
battery that has seen much service, the
low-resistahce instrument gives a reading
which is far below the real one.

If we were to short circuit an old battery
through a milliammeter, we might find that

it could not supply so much
as 25 milliamperes.

As the receiving set will draw
from 5 to 35 milliamperes in,

Perfectly accurate measurements are the basis of all real research work.
Ibis illustration shows a section of the research laboratory in which the

Robinson Stenode Radiostat was evolved.

condition. We apply to it first of all the
low -resistance voltmeter, and are rather
surprised to find that the reading obtained
is only 22 volts.

Wo are still more surprised when on
using the high -resistance instrument we
note a reading of 99 volts. Both instru-
ments are known to be accurate. Clearly
one has lied. Which is it ?

The answer, strange as it may seem, is
both ! From the practical point of view,
considering, that is, whether the battery is
up to the work of supplying the plates of
the valves, the low -resistance instrument
has given the truer reading.

But it has not measured the real E.M.F.
of the battery. Neither has the high -
resistance instrument, for it is actually

the ordinary way the low -resist-
ance voltmeter does give Us
a fairly good indication of the
fitness or otherwise of the bat-
tery to undertake the work in
hand.

The high -resistance meter does
not. Even when it is on its
last legs the battery can provide
the fraction of a milliampere
needed for a big movement of '
the needle, and if we take a
reading with the battery not
under load we obtain a com-
pletely erroneous idea of its
state.

With what kind of filament
voltage are the valves in' the
receiving set operating ? Muggs

pulls out one of them and connects the
voltmeter across the low-tension ter-
minals of its holder.

The Correct Method.
He is surprised to find first of all that

though a good deal of resistance is in use
the filament voltage is surprisingly high,
and secondly that his manipulation of the
rheostat produces only the tiniest changes
in the voltmeter readings.

Has this rheostat broken down ? Not a
bit of it! Let Muggs replace the valve in
its holder, keeping the voltmeter connected
up, and he will find that the rheostat
has a big effect. With the valve out of
its holder the instrument lies ; withthe valve
in place it gives a fairly accurate reading.
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IF I CONTROLLED THE B.B.C.
Baal

giejitZTAPig

THE hard, sane, practical man of affairs
will tell you that day -dreaming is a
waste of time. If that is the case, I

must find some excuse for doing so in this
article. And that is easy ! Why, day-
dreaming is one of the most important things
in the world.

Wireless itself would not exist but for the
day -dreams of Lodge, Marconi, and others.
The whole of civilisation is founded upon
the fantastic visions of primitive peoples.
So that's that. Day -dreaming is henceforth
permissible.

A Little "Supposing."
But let's do a little " supposing." Suppose

that I controlled the B.B.C. ! What should
I do with it ? How should I control it ?
What alterations would I make in the pro-
grammes ? Or in and amongst the official
machinery and workers of Savoy Hill ?
What would be my justification for control-
ing the B.B.C. at all ?

That's also easy. The wireless programme
is similar to a huge revue in that there is a
little bit of everything, and each separate
item must be good. And I am accustomed
to revue. Although I know little or nothing
of the inside working of the B.B.C., I flatter
myself that I know something about my
own sphere of action.

So I think that I should endeavour to
run all the weekly programmes on the lines
of a tremendous and comprehensive revue.
Everything would be worth while, every-
thing would suit somebody, each separate
item would be an integral part of the whole.

You may say that that is how the B.B.C.
is forming its programmes to -day. Too true !
Perhaps my day -dreams are a little too close
to reality. So let's go farther afield and sug-
gest improvements and alterations that have
never been thought of or carried out before.

The First Step.
First, then, I would make it compulsory

for the Press to publish in series above the
printed broadcast programmes, the photo-
graphs of the announcers.

In this way, the languishing heart of a
maiden in Oswaldtwistle would be satisfied,
and the said maiden might even wonder
why she had ever loved the announcer's
" golden voice " at all, and would go straight
away to marry that nice young man who
takes her to the pictures.

For similar reasons, I would make
marriage compulsory for Jack Payne, who is

by CECILY
COURTNEIDGE

This popular artiste has some very
revolutionary ideas about broad-
casting, and we leave it to " P.W."
readers to decide for themselves
just how seriously she wants her

remarks to be taken !
* .1,-4- -4- -4- *

too eligible a bachelor to sing such stirring
love ditties into the microphone night after
night. Should he dare to defy me and refuse
to marry, an equally good solution would
soon present itself.

I should marshal all his listeners, and
compel them to sing the songs to him until
the padding in the studio became necessary
for more reasons than one.

-this would easily wipe out my salary
list !--and all others would be forced to
say what they really thought of the pro-
grammes.

In this way I should learn what the public
really wanted. But perhaps these frightful
schemes would be a little too revolutionary.
We should soon have no listening public
whatever.

Seriously, though, what reforms could be_
carried out by the B.B.C. ? At one time,
the charge of too much " sameness " in the
programmes and failure to suit an tastes
could easily be levelled, but with the new
scheme of alternative all pro-
gramnie reforms go by the board.

There will be something to suit everyone
part of the time. And who wants to listen -in

all the time, anyway ? Only
those who are sick or bed-
ridden, and such listeners,
curiously enough, are the
last to complain. On the

Miss Cecily Courtneidge, the famous radio and revue artiste, who is
scoring such a tremendous success in " The House That Jack Built,"
at the Winter Garden, says she would run broadcasting as a " tre-

mendous and comprehensive revue " if she controlled it.

The wireless licence would next present
itself to me for amendment, and I think that
I should either halve its cost, or abolish
it entirely. The deficit could be made up by
a small tax on all tremulous tenors and
wobbling sopranos, and a very large tax
indeed on comedians who failed to be funny.

Listeners also could be reformed. The
writers of letters of complaint would each
receive six months hard labour in the studios

contrary, they usually
praise the programmes and
seem to think them of super-
lative excellence. No, any
reforms I make at Savoy
Hill must be on the admini-
strative side.

An Official Act.
For some time there have

been movements afoot for
providing the blind and
bedridden with sets and
licences. I should make this
an official act. A doctor's
certificate would be suffi-
cient in either case for me
to order licence -free sets to
be sent and installed.

Also, I would see that the
B.B.C. did more than trans-
mit programmes ; I would
institute a special depart-
ment that would attend to
the reception side as well.

It is obviously absurd to try to make
wireless transmission more and more perfect
when the receiving set still remains at fault.

It is true that some manufacturers give
an " After care " service, but I would do
more. B.B.C. engineers would ensure that
listeners obtained the fullest possible enjoy-
ment and service out of their sets by visiting
their homes and examining the apparatus,

(Continued on page 531.)
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7.kz ACCUMUL
ENEOM

the fact that the modern accumulator has been enormously improved it still requires fairly careful looking after if
it is to remain in first-rate working order. In this article the dreaded " sulphate " is dealt with.

Aevery amateur of experience knows.
sulphating is the great bugbear of all
accumulator work. Even the best

11 will succumb to the insidious attacks
el the lead sulphate enemy if it is carelessly
used for any length of time, whilst cheap
and inefficient accumulators. are quickly
rendered more or less totally inactive by it.

DON'T LET YOUR
BATTERY

GO LIKE THIS !

The appearance of a sulphate.: os,twr
accumulator plate.

Yet, surprising as it may seem, lead
ullnhate, which is so often the cause of an

accumulator's ruin, is absolutely essential
to the normal working of the cell. When
an accumulator is properly discharged, both
the spongy lead on the negative plate and
the lead peroxide on the positive plate are
onverted into lead sulphate ; hut, during

the subsequent re -charging of the cell,
the latter substance is reconverted. into
spongy lead and lead peroxide on the
negative and positive plates respectiyely.

Two Forms of Sulphate.
 There is a great deal of difference, how-

ever, between the lead sulphate which
formed during the normal course of chemical
actions taking place within the accumulator,
and the lead sulphate which appears- as a
patchy white mass on the plates when the.
oell has been improperly used.

By J. F. CORRIGAN, M.Sc., A.I.C.
The former substance (which is generally- are vitally necessary to the continued

termed the " normal " lead sulphate) is not health of the accumulator.
a simple lead sulphate at all.. In reality,
it has a complex_ composition, consisting of
true lead sulphate chemically combined
with sulphuric acid, and, owing to this
fact, it is less stable than ordinary lead
sulpliat ; it is readily changed back again
into spongy lead and lead peroxide during
the nerma i process of re -charging the cell.
It is the presence of this convertible form
of lead sulphate which imparts the greyish -
whiteness to the plates of an accumulator
when it is nearing its run-down condition.

Over Discharging.
When, however, an accumulator is

discharged too much, or when it is allowed
to remain for any great length of time
in a normally discharged condition, a portion
of the convertible lead sulphate changes
into true lead sulphate. This process goes
on at both plates, but more particularly
at the positive plate of the cell.

At first the change from the convertible
form of lead sulphate to the ordinary form
of that substance does not proceed evenly
all over the plates. Therefore, the pure
white masses of ordinary lead sulphate
appear on the plates in patches, which
" grow " until eventually they cover the
plates entirely.

Many samples of ordinary water contain
iron and sulphates as impurities. These,
too, set up little chemical actions in the
cells when an accumulator becomes " sul-
phated."

Thus it will be seen that the manufac-
turers' exhortation to use only the purest
acid, together with distilled water, is no
fad, for the employment of such materials

Simple Explanation.
You may, perhaps, ask why the forma-

tion of insoluble lead sulphate ruins, an
accumulator. The explanation, however,
is very simple. For one thing; the insoluble
form of lead sulphate is not reconvertible
into spongy lead or lead peroxide as is
the normally -formed complex sulphate.

Hence, the insoluble sulphate, by cover-
ing up the active material of the accumu-
lator plates, more or less completely pre-
vents the necessary interchange of the
latter substance during the discharging and
recharging of the cell. Insoluble lead sul-
phate is a slight conductor. Hence, leakages
and short-circuits are liable to occur between
the plates of a sulphated cell. Finally, the
formation of insoluble sulphate causes the
material of the plates to shred and flake
away.

Curing Slight Sulphation.
A badly sulphated accumulator is fit

only for the scrap heap. Slight and medium
cases can generally be cured either by re-
moving the plates and immersing them in
an ammonium acetate solution in order to
dissolve away the sulphate, or else by
emptying out the acid from the cell, and
filling up with ammonium acetate solution;
and so dissolving out the sulphate. Or, on
the other hand, such accumulators may be
remedied, if the degree of sulphation is
not great, by
a succession of
recharges, fol-
lowed by low -
rate discharges.

THE EFFECT OF NEGLECT.

Scraping off the accumulator's enemy-that dreaded white crystalline substance -leA sulphate.
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A STAR PERFORMER

1716

Deservedly starred for its great performance is the

IGRANIC TYPE " 41"
L.F. TRANSFORMER

Very compact and handsome in appearance, this fine
instrument gives a flat curve over practically the
whole range of audible frequencies-and it will keep
on doing so indefinitely. Such a result-and at such
a low cost-is only made possible by the most skilful
design embodying an ultra -permeable iron core with
special windings.

Tiy for yourself the difference it will make to your
set in resonant bass and clean high notes.
At its price it has no equal, and it is definitely superior
to many much bulkier and more costly transformers.

All goad radio dealers stock it, but if you have any difficulty
in obtaining it, write to Dept. 8.154.

1.17
76'uer(ValonaSIN

Works 13 E D FO RD

On I

ESP
3111111

PRO um-.
( 6844p5o 1

)4Qcvanosi
BETTERVIAN1movilve-c014.

NEW

hunter

tat

APTUt
Hear it reproduce the rich bass notes without the
over -emphasis of the Moving -coil Speaker. Operates
from all ordinary valve set. Unlike the moving -coil
speaker. it requires no extra valves, batteries. trails -
formers or mains connections. Rich low notes. Brilliant
high notes. Clarity in speech, TILE IDEAL SrCAKER
kOK PORTABLE AND stAi.802RAM. DOUBLE DIA-
PHRAGM. Specially manufactured linen, treated and
strained by our own process. INDIVIDUALLY
TESTED ON ACTUAL bit0AbGAST AND PICK-UP.
DRIVING UNIT.-Tho .finest super 4 -pole balanced

-rc:c1144:85

CHASSIS (as Mast rated).
22^ £3 10 0 18" x 18'... £3 2 8
20. x £3 5 0 16. it 16'... E2 17 6
SPECIAL SITES 'or Portable Sets to order.

Without Unit. less 201,
TABLE MODELS (Oak). Mahogany 10 per

cent extra.
22" x 22"... £6 00 16" x 16"... £5 00
20" x £5 15 0 16"x 16"... 424 15 0

armature adiustable unit. ART PEDESTAL CABINETS (Oak or Mahon.)
SEND FOR LIST Or PARTS AND FITTINGS, etc. 22" x 22'...£10 10 0 20" x 20'...£9 17 6

"The Linen Speaker Sneetaliat,..* MOORE & CO., 101 & 103, Dale St., LIVERPOOL.
Over 50 Years' Reputation. ll'ot : Gresham Buildings. nne : Cep. 5284 'Grams Snlutione."

NO IDLE CLAIMS.

Ask your Dealer
to prove its
AMAZING

SUPERIORITY.

LIST

4 6

OF P.R.

Type

SUPER
Fil.

volts.

GOLDEN

Amp.
Imp.

ohms.

SERIES.
Amp.
Inc.

GPR 2 2 '095 24,000 13'5 H.F.Det.if
GPR 3 2 095 12,000 9 L.F.

EACH GPR 4 2 '095 40,000 32 R.C.
Post 9d. GPR 9 31.4 09 22,000 14'5 H.F.Det.

POWER GPR 10 3.5-4 09 10,000 9 L.F.

7/g1.1
GPR 11
GPR 17

3'5-4
5-6

'09
-14

44,000
20,000

41
17'5

R.C.
H.F.Det.

EACH GPR 18 5-6 '14 11,000 95 L.F.
Post 4,(1 GPR 19 5-6 '14 75,000 41 R.C.

SUPER-
GPR 202 15 6,000 7 PowerPOWER

12/6 GPR 40 4 15 6,000 7 ,
EACH GPR 60 6 '15 6,000 7

Post Id GPR 120 2 3 3,000 4'5 Super
SCREENED Power

GRID GPR 140 4 2 3,500 4.5

15/- EachPost 9d SG 25 2 .2 220 000 150 SG .

2valves or more /sent POST FREE. Matched Valv all- extra perset

P.R.
THE ONLY BRITISH
VALVE WITH A
WRITTEN GUARAN-
TEE AS TO PER-
FORMANCE & LIFE.

VALVES IMPROVE
ANY SPEAKER
The moment you put a P.R. Valve in
your set there is an immediate im-
provement-not only in reception but
in the quality and volume of your loud -

f. A P.R.Valve will make a good
one on even an indifferent speaker.

Remember-P.R. stands for
QUALITY- VOLUME -VALUE

1 All valves des -
GUARANTEE. patched under
guarantee of Money Back in Full if not
:tstisfied and returned within 7 days.

Ask your dealer I AB valves are carefully packed and 1for them. breakays replaced.Tel: City 3798 Accept no other, ,

P.R. PRODUCTS Dept. C, P.R. HOUSE, 14, NEWGATE STREET, LONDON, E.C.4
(Opposite G.P.O. Tube Station )

Sent
C.O.D. It
desired.
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All Editorial communications to be addressed to the Editor,
POPULAR WIRELESS, Tallis House, Tallis Street, London, E.C.4.

The Editor will be pleased to consider articles and photographs dealing with all subjects appertaining to wireless
work. The Editor cannot accept responsibility for manuscripts or photos. Suers care will be taken to return
Af SA, list accepted for publication. A stamped and addressed envelope must be sent with peers article. Alt
inquiries concerning advertising rates, etc., to be addressed to the Sole Agents, Messrs. John U. Lite. Ltd..
4, Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4.

The constructional articles which appear from time to time in this journal are the outcome of research
and experimental work carried out with a view to improving the technique of wireless reception. .45 much of
the information given in the columns of this paper concerns Elie most recent developments in the radio world,
some of the arranbetnents and speciailities described Man he the subject of Letters Patent, and the amateur
and the trailer would be well advised to obtain permission of the patentees to use the patents before doing so.

QUESTIONS AND
ANSWERS.

CONE QUALITY THAT " FELL OFF."
F. J. L. (Sheerneses Kent).-" Using a -

cone loud speaker, I got such beautiful tone
and quality that I decided I would put the
whole affair into a bigger and better cabinet
(my job is cabinet-making), and, knowing
nothing about the wireless part of it, I was
careful to shift it en bloc, simply building the
new cabinet round the old one.

" At first it went fine, but somehow it
seemed to fall off later, and :all the ' truth '
and sharpness went from the music and
u111111111111111111111111111111111111illiMUMMilintliMMIMPille::

CAN WE HELP YOU
WITH YOUR SET ?

Perhaps some mysterious noise has appeared,
E and is spoiling your radio reception ?-Or
E' one of the batteries seems to run down much
E faster than formerly ?-Or you want a Blue
= Print ?
r7-- Whatever your radio problem may be,
= remember tint the Technical Query Depart-

ment is thoroughly equipped to assist our E
readers. and olfers an unrivalled service.

 Full details, including scale of charges, can
E. be obtained direct from the Technical Query

Dept., PoeULAR WIRELESS, The Fleetway
77: House, Farringdon Street, London, E.(1.4.
 A postcard will do. On receipt of this, an

Application Form will be sent to you free
and post. free immediately. This application
will place you under no obligation whatever, "E
but having the form, you will know exactly HI
what information we require to have be!hre =

= us in order to solve your problems.
F-1= LONDON ' READERS PLEASE NOTE:

liviteries should NOT he made by 'phone or IF:

 in person at Fleetway House or Tallis Mouse.

speech. Looking for the cause of this, I could
see nothing wrong except one screw a bit loose,
and that seemed -to be a fixer' and nothing
to do with the working parts. I tightened it,
but no better.

"Please give use advice as to how to find
the cause? 1 am tempted to put it back again
into its old positron_ but for .the fact that at
first it did work wall in the maw. Why shetUld
it go off like this ? (I am enclosing rah cteb
showing position of screw that was loose.)" .

Your little sketch has solved the Mystery for _it
indicates that the entire loud -speaker unit is held in
position by this loosened screw. When the screw
became loose the unit moved slightly on its triune,

and though you have now tightened the screw matters
are not improved because the unit is not placed
" square " with the conc.

What you must do is to undo that screw again and
fled the otil settler! (or position) of the unit relative
to the cone. Probably when the screw got loose the
unit dropped a little. so try raising it a little higher
than its present setting, at the same time looking
carefully to see if it appears out of line to the right
or left.

If the cone has a soft material (such as " kid ") for
a surrounding support, see that this " sets " evenly
and is not strained to one side or the other.

Iny using care you could try it whilst signals are
coming through quite safely, the essential part of the
test being slight movements of the unit on its support
to find the position in which it drives the cone
squarely to and fro, without any side,pressure.

When satisfied with the position. tightest up the
screw and the job is done.

THE L.S. ADJUSTING SCREW.
"CONE" (Buntingford).-" What does the

adjusting screw on a cone loud speaker actually
do ? I have been surprised to find how much
depends on getting this adjustment ' just
right' for volume and tone."

The adjusting screw enables the position of the,
permanent magnets to be varied relative to the
armature that is actuated by them.

Normally, the armature is still, bat when current
" strengthens " the magnet the armature is attracted,
thus pulling the diaphagm to which it is attached by
the driving rod. The closer the magnet is to the
armature the greater the pull for a given current.

But if the armature is too close it will touch the
magnets When a loud signal comes along, and this
causes a mast unpleasant rattle.

The best wni to set the speaker is to listen care-
fully whilst slowly adjusting, and bring the strength
up and up till the magnet touches, immediately
slackening off just a little to give the necessary clear-
ance. but retaining as much of the volume as piissibte.

IMPROVING SELECTIVITY.
 K. T. (Falmouth).-" I am holidaymaking
and touring its tins district with a couple of
friends and to liven up evenings I brought my
' Magic ' Three along. It goes splendidly
here ; in fact, I get so many extra foreigners
now that Daventry (5 0 B) doesn't butt in,'
that I should like to get better selectivity
when I return home.

" I had been told before that my ' Magic '
was not as sharp -tuned as others of exactly
the same kind. Is it likely to be the fault of
the set, or of something in the position, cr
what 4"

Your selectivity may be affected by several factors
the chief of which are outlined below :

First of all, there is the question of coils. Cheap
and Ifiellicient.colls are one of the most fruitful causes
of poor selectivity. They are realty very false
economy, if your conditions are such as to require a
high degree of selectivity. The really good ones,
sucluas the Lissen, Lewcos, etc., are well worth while
and have a great influence on the general efficiency of
your receiver.

The cause of poor selectivity with a " Magic "

set is somethnes to be found in the coil holders.
There are a certain number of specimens on the .

market made of very low-grade moulded material
which introduce very considerable H.F. losses into
the circuit.

These, we have found, arc definitely quite capable
of reducing the overall selectivity very considerably,
and a little care should be exercised here, See that
your coil sockets are of really good quality and by
some reputable maker, and then you can dismiss this
particular detail.

The aerial and earth are also very potent factors
in deciding the degree of selectivity which you will
obtain, and it cannot be emphasised too much
that a very large aerial is really a hopeless proposi-
tion under modern conditions of crowded wave-
lengths. It is far better to use an aerial of only
moderate size, and depend upon the great power and
sensitivity of your " Magic " receiver to give you
t lie range and volume you desire.

THE AERIAL AND EARTH.
Do not forget, too, that an Maki in aerial can

spoil your selectivity just as effective ly as a very
large ono. so if you have any cause to think that
something is preventing you from getting the results
you expert, take a look at yottr aerial and ask your-
self whether its efficiency is being spoiled by being
run too close to walls, iron fall pipes or gutters. and
BO on.

Above all, remember that it is a most undesirable
practice to take your aerial lead-in for any very
considerable distance indoors, particularly if that
means taking It along walls, and on no account
yield to the temptation to use twisted flex for the
aerial and earth lead indoors. Always keep them well
separated from one another, and if you use any form,
of earthing switch, be sure that it Is satisfactory from
the H.F. point of view.

A good earth is a pretty obvious requirement in the
interests of selectivity and general efficiency, but
nevertheless, it is a point which many people seeM.
to forget. A poor, high -resistance earth, a long earth
lead, or an earth lead of too thin a gauge of wire is
one of those things which you can depend upon to
spoil your results with complete certainty, and this
is one of the first questions you should go into if you
feel that your selectivity is not up to scratch.

A connection to a doubtful sort of gas -pipe, a
single small earth -pin in dry earth, and so on, is
definitely not good enough if you desire to get the
best possible selectivity of which your receiver is
capable. What you want is a short and direct lead
to a water -pipe, with a good sound connection thereto,
a good-sized earth -pin in damp soil, or one or other of
the well-known schemes for obtaining a really low -
resistance earth connection.

MILLIAMMETER FOR DETECTING
DISTORTION.

0. S. (Gateshead).-" When running nor-
mally my last valve takes about 15 or 16
milliamps, and I want to watch variations in
this current to check distortion. For this
purpose I have a choice of two milliammeters,
one reading up to twenty milliamps, and the
other reading up to fifty milliarrips. Which
would be better 1 "

(Continued on page 528.)
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TECHNICAL
TWISTERS

No.19. THE EARTHING SWITCH

L=.

CAN YOU FILL IN THE MISSING
LETTERS?

The aerial should always be
when not in use.

The correct place for the earthing
switch is out of doors, immediately

. the aerial.
If the earth plate is directly beneath

the lead-in, the wires to the earthing
switch can be which is the
ideal arrangement.

To maintain good contact, the earth -
ing switch should be provided with a

to protect it from the .....
and a wooden box is quite suitable for

LI: this.

Last week's missing words (in order)
= were : Insulated, Earth ; Condenser ;
= Short ; Aerial, Joint. ;7.

?-711111111111111111111111111111111M11111111111111111111111111111111i11111111F:-.
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ELECTRIFY YOUR
PRESENT SET

THE EASY WAY
WHILE on your holidays send your set to The

Specialists in All -Electric Radio. We will
adapt it for mains drive, H.T., or H.T. and L.T.
Cost of conversion saved by elimination of battery
renewals. Quotation by return upon receipt of set
jr adequate description of set and valves employed.
State if A.C. or D.C. and voltage.
Among the many sets recently converted with
wonderful results are . . . COSSOR MELODY
MAKER . . . MULLARD MASTER ORGOLA
SETS . . . 1930 MAGIC THREE . . . THIS
YEAR'S MAGIC FOUR . . . 1930 TITAN
THREE . . . THE ECONOMY THREE . .
ECKERSLEY THREE.

TWO POPULAR UNITS
REGENTONE The new W5 Portable Unit

combines the function of H.T.
Eliminator and trickle charger in one compact unit. The
first cost is the last, as maintenance is negligible. It
is provided with 2 variable and 1 power tapping, andhas an output of 120 volts at 15 m.a., and trickle
charger for 2, 4, or 6 -volt accumulator. Cash Price
,E5 : 17 : 6, or
ONLY 10/9 IliWel()FI7riN
EKCO The 1%-20 Portable II.T. Unit, the most

economical of its type ou the market, Has
ample out pm for sets up to 4 or 5 valves, unless fitted
with Pentode output vale*. One variable, one S.O., and
one Power tappings are available. Tidal output, 120
volts at 20 or a. Cash Price £4 : 12 : 8, or
SEND to a BALANCE IN 11 MONTHLY PAY -
ONLY CD ENTS OF THE SAME AMOUNT.

PETO-SCOTT c0..LTD.
77, City Rd., London, E.C.1. Phone Clerk- oks.
cuwell 9406-1-8. 62, High Holborn, London,
W.C.1. Phone Chancery 8266. 4, Man- 0,5S58,s'Ill.
cluster St. Liverpool. Phone : Cen-Ira! 2134. 83, Whitelow Rd.,
Churl ton-ctim-Hartly , Man- 1.1,chester. Phone :Ctiorl- 0,00 ss145:4,

AL ..
tiiti-Harily,051

01:11E
., j?,11-`'

1'W1917

*

*

TONE AND TUNING.
(Continued front page 509.)

transmitter, and this will militate against
the true reproduction of transients.

All this may seem rather trying and
difficult, but the practical point is that
cascade connection (i.e., H.F. magnifica-
tion), where each circuit is rather highly
Clamped, should give better quality for a
given selectivity than if the same selectivity
is obtained by forcing one circuit.

The perfect quality receiver then uses,
say, two  or three rather highly damped
high -frequency circuits, p1011 pull grid -
leak rectification with up to 300 volts high
tension and push-pull low -frequency ampli-
fication and no transformers.

The receiver is made ubiquitous by
making the clamping of the tuned circuits
variable by including ganged variable
resistances in each tuned circuit which,
when reduced to a minimum introduces a
large measure of sensitivity and selectivity
for picking up distant stations.

There must be, lastly, a volume control
in the low -frequency end so as to reproduce
speech and music at the correct relative
volume without leaving one's chair.

With ouch a receiver, where every
component has resulted from calculation
and not guess -work, and where these main
principles have been followed, one might
definitely criticise transmission. Until then
we must wait for various things to happen
in connection with true transient trans-
in;ssion

"GRASSMANN"
Moving Coil

volt, 100 volt,
240 volt D.C.
£4 - 17 - 6

New Universal
A.C. Model

18 - 5 - 0

is the most sensitive
speaker yet produced.
Your dealer will verify
that Graasmann is the
finest obtainable.

Write now for 13 -page
booklet which fully
describes this brilliant
Peter Grossmann Mov-
ing Coil Speaker and
make enquiries about
the new Grossmann 8 -
pole Super Dynamic
Speaker at 59;8, and
other Grossmann pro-
ducts.
Demonstrations ar-
ranged without obliga-
tion, at home or at your
dealer's.

ROTOR ELECTRIC LTD.
2,3. Upper Rathbone Place, London, W.I.

-HEADPHONES REPAIRED 4/ -
Transformers 5'.. Loudspeakers 4./.. All repair
re -magnetized free. Tested, guaranteed , nd ready

for delivery in 24 hours.Discount for Trade. Clerkenwell 9069.
E. MASON. 44, East Road, City Road, N.1.

EXACT TUNERS
250 to 2,000 metres./ Thousands of these tuners arc in use, and we

can strongly recommend them. No further
coils are required. Send P.C. for particulars
and circuits -FREE.

1 THE EXACT MANUFACTURING CO.,
Croft Works, Priory Place, Coventry.

ti

------

...

- /

BEAAELIN
Turntable

with Folding legs
is unique

FOR Outdoor or Indoor use, the new
Benjamin ball - bearing turntable
is invaluable to the Portable Set

user. Used outdoors, the legs are opened
out, the capacity of the set to earth
being thus considerably reduced. For
indoor use the legs are folded, and being
fitted underneath with rubber buffers, all
damage to furniture is prevented.
The smooth -running ball bearings make
" direction finding " easy.

Price 716 complete.

I Write for illus.;
trated leaflets on s
all Benjamin:
radio products.;

BEN7A...MIN
and bug the Best/

THE BENJAMIN ELECTRIC LTD.
BRANTWOOD WORKS, TOTTENHAM, N,17

ANOTHER USE
FOR FLUXITE:
Hardening Tools
and Case Hard-
ening. Ask for
Leaflet on im-
proved method.

FLUXITE LTD.
(Dept. 324),

Rotherhithe, S.E.16

" We're Fluxite
and Solder-

The reliable, pair ;
Famous for Soldering,
Known everywhere !
Wherever we go-
We're invited to stay,
For WE make

Soldering
Merely child's play !"

See that Fluxite and Solder are always by you-in the house,
workshop, garage-anywhere where simple speedy soldering
us needed. They cost so little but will make scores of
everyday articles last years longer I For Pots. Pans, Silver
and Brassware RADIO; odd jobs in the garage-there's
niways .omething useful for Fluxite and Solder to do.

FLUXITE SOLDERING SET
Simple to use and lasts
for >tars in constant
use. Contains special
'small space' soldering
Iron with non -heating
metal handle; Docket
blow  lamp. Fluxite.
Solder, etc.; and full
instructions.

7/6COMPLETE
or LAMP
only 2/6

All hardware and Ironmongery Stores gel. Fluxite
in tins, 8d., 1 4 and 2/8.

ALL MECHANICS WILL HAVE

FLUXITE
-IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

(Continued from pays 526.)

" I should be inclined to take the twenty
milliamp one except for the fact that when
the output valve is not biassed it takes well
over thirty milliamps which, of course, is far
too much for the smaller range instrument,
but well within the scale of the bigger one."

'As your main purpose is to check distortion w
certainly recommend you to get the twenty-mmiamp
instrument in preference to that with the 'higher
range, on account of its wider scale.

The needle kicks given by even a good milliammeter
are not very big, and it is, therefore. advisable to use
an instrument which is nearly " all out " when read-
ing the anode current which is to be checked. When
this is the case small variations in average anode
current are shown quite plainly. but even so the needle
will have to be watched carefully.

/

POPULAR "WIRELETS" No, 14

Ooo/ eu - H.F. C.\l/ -41e-if -7'1 Un-\
oo/

- 1 0003
251 1

1 3 11

1

.000S --, 2 2 1

1 "6 - ,T.49.
4.T

I t WAVE cH-sevce
SwircH

1-
200 CE/VTFPE TAPPED

*
H.T

L.r -
Siv/7r/(1

W296

The dotted lines show the connections for a plug-
in coil one-valver, with easy switching for long
waves, the " components " for which were given

last week.

On the other hand an instrument capable of taking
a much higher maximum reading shows the average
anode variations proportionally to this greater figure.
which means that your actual needle movements will
he smaller than before. So for your purpose the,
20 milliammeter scale reading will be better than the
50 mIlliammeter scale.

The fact that you will not be able to take direct
readings of the anode current when no grid bias is
icing used should not worry you at all, for this is a
measurement that need never be taken under ordinary
working conditions.

IS THE VALVE " GOING " ?
II J. D. (Exeter).-" Reception seemed to

is falling off in strength, and in tone to a
lesser degree, so I got a friend to bring his
milliammeter round to check the last valve's
output current. Instead of the usual 16 it had
dropped to 11 milliamps, all H.T. and G.B.
battery voltages being right. Do you think
the valve's filament emission is going ? (I've
used it constantly since Christmas, 1927.)"

Probably it is a failure of the filament emission
hat is causing your symptoms, and you will find it

vapidly getting worse till the set is not worth listening
to. You have had good service from the valve, but
now you need a new one.

H.F. COUPLING.
'1'. C. H. (Guernsey, C.I.).-" I have become

very interested in the 'Magic' H.F. Unit, which
1 am thinking of adding to my own Magic'
Two. But the one I have seen working uses a
resistance and H.F. choke for coupling. Is
this the usual arrangement, as choke and
resistance don't seem ideal for an S.G. valve ?
I always understood tuned anode was better,
yet this set gave wonderful distance when the
H.F unit was added."

The "Magic" H.F. Unit employs a form of "parallel -
feed," in which the detector's grid circuit acts like
u tuned anode circuit. The H.F. choke in the unit
is. of course, necessary to supply the path from
H.T. + to plate, and the resistance with its large
condenser is not for H.F. coupling, but actually for
battery dc -coupling purposes.

If you have ever had trouble with lacquer you
.77-- guessed last week's problem easily enough, for

all that had appeg0 was.that the re-lacquenng
of terminals etc. was carried out irrespective .17_

 of contact Stir twos, alul"the lacquer was acting
 as an insulator.
 1111111111111011111111111IHnumanow111111111111111111111111111MM:

FINAL ADJUSTMENTS_ OF THE POTEN-
- TIOMETER.
E. S, (West -Hartlepool).--" I get fine re-

ception but do not understand the potentio-

meter on the baseboard (Magic Four), nor how
it should  be operated. What is the best
position ? "

You will find that if you place the slider _right
along at the positive end (the end nearest the 25,000
ohm anti -motor -boating resistance) volume is good,
but reaction tends to be a little ploppy. With the
slider at the opposite end, on the other hand, re-
action becomes exceedingly smooth, but volume on
weak distant stations is not, as a rule, quite so good.
Evidently something in the nature of a compromise
adjustment is needed, and this is how you should set
about finding it.

Start off with, say, 60 volts applied to terminal
H.T. + 3, and then turn to the potentiometer.
Start with the slider right along at the positive end
and test the reaction control. You will probably
find that the set goes into oscillation with a slight
plop (care first having been taken to see that the two
dials are in step, and that you are not tuned to the
local station.) Now take the slider gradually along
towards the negative end of the potentiometer, test-
ing the reaction as you do so.

You will presently find that reaction becomes
smooth and you should stop your adjustment at this
point. Now tune -In a weak distant station and note
the strength you obtain. Next reduce the voltage
on H.T.+ 3 to, say, 50 volts, and readjust the
potentiometer.  Now observe what signal strength
you get, and you will quite likely find that it is
slightly better because you are now able to set the
slider of the potentiometer a little further towards
the positive end without making the reaction become
ploppy.

A little testing on these lines will soon find an
H.T. voltage which will enable you to get the poten-
tiometer slider well along towards the positive end,
and so get the best possible results.

This is the" Silver Ghost "Inductor Dynamic
Chassis, a new Lamplugh product that

retails at £3 10s.
211111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 11111111111111111111111111111

WHAT DO. YOU THINK
ABOUT THIS ? -a-

A Yeovil reader of " P.W." who had
E. a quality set (Det. and 2 L.F., with
 choke -filtered output to M.C. speaker)
E- was really satisfied with various minor
E.-. improvements to tone, etc., when sut- E
 denly the set's quality went " all to

pieces," volume dropped considerably,
f4 and the last valve's milliammeter
E. showed pronounced kicks, though grid F.
 bias, H.T., and super -power valve itself E-
a' were proved to be O.K.
-E.-- Everything else looked all right. Can -;
 you guess

WHAT WAS WRONG?
N.B.-There is no prize for answering this,
but from time to time we shall eve a radio
problem (followed the next week by the
answer) in the hope that readers will find E.
them both interesting and

that.
(Look= .-_--out for the solution to above next week.) _.

F_ l

TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continued. from page 510 )

Low -reading ammeters are fairly common,
but milliammetere, probably owing to their
greater cost, aro not so commonly used by
amateu rs.

As a matter of fact, it is a good invest-
ment to have an instrument which will en-
able you to test the voltage output of high-
tension batteries, H.T. mains units, and so
on, and also one by which you can deter-
mine the milliamperes which are passing
in the anode circuit of it receiver.

There are, as you know, combined in-
struments on the market which will read
volts, ohms, and amperes over a considerable
range, and these are very useful. Naturally,
they involve the outlay of a certain amount
of money, and also I always think that some
of these combined instruments are apt to
be a little inaccurate.

Combined Instruments.
I have before me a letter from a reader

who has what he calls a " double voltmeter,"
reading on one scale from 0 to 6 volts, and
on the other scale from 0 to 120 volts.
He gives the resistances of these two
circuits, and wants to know whether it will
be possible to graduate the scales to read
milliamperes.

The resistances which he gives are 160
ohms for the 0 to 6 -volt scale, and 3,200
ohms for the 0 to 120 -volt scale. This means
that if 6 volts be applied to the 6 -volt
terminals the instrument will give a full
scale reading, and, since the resistance of
that circuit is 160 ohms, the current passing
through the instrument will be 37.5 milli-
amps.

In the same way, if 120 volts be applied
to the 120 -volt terminals the instrument
will give a full scale reading, and, since the
resistance of that circuit is 3,200 ohms, the
current passing through the instrument wiH
be again 37.5 milliamps.

My correspondent wants to know whether
he would be in order in graduating the
scale to a' maximum of 37.5 milliamps
and then using the instrument as a milli -
ammeter, and, if the answer is in the
negative, what are the objections to the
scheme ?

Changing Conditions.
The answer is not entirely in the negative,

although there are certain objections to the
use of this instrument in the way suggested.
It is perfectly true that when 37.5 milliamps.
are passing through the instrument the
needle moves over a full scale deflection,
and therefore it will obviously serve as a,
milliammeter.

The objection lies in the fact that the
winding-more particularly the high -re
sistance winding-will introduce a resistance
into the circuit which may have the effect
of altering very materially the conditions
in the circuit from what they were before
the instrument was introduced.

For example. in order to use the in-
strument on the 0 to 120 -volt terminals'
we have to introduce the resistance of
3,200 ohms into the circuit which is being
tested, and, unless the resistance of that,
circuit is already large compared to 3,200
ohms, the introduction of this resistance,
will alter the circuit conditions materially.

(Continued on page 530.)
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INDUCTOR
BETTER THAN
MOVING COIL

REQUIRES NO BATTERIES.
£ s. d.

Unit and chassis complete 3 10 0
In artistic cabinet, OAK 6 6 0

MAHOGANY 6 16 6
On artistic Baffle Screen

OAK 6 10 0
MAHOGANY 7 0 0

Of all good retailers.
If unobtainable wile to:

A. BRODERSEN,
Show and Demonstration Rooms:

11, Northampton Square, Goswell Rd.,
LONDON, E.C.1.

The Hidden Hand
in Spy -infested
Europe

Now on Sale

2d.

oifilim.
t

6:2, ...;/...L J --...1

THE BEST LOUD SPEAKER
INTRODUCING THE NEW\ IDEAL MODEL

Price 6 GNS.
DEMONSTRATIONS DAILY

THE DONOTONE (Regd.) LOUD SPEAKER
Dept. P.40, Furnival Street, Holborn, London, E.C.4

'Phone: HOLBORN 0523.
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"POPULAR WIRELESS"
ADVERTISEMENT RATES
Whole Page £40 Quarter Page £10
Half Page £20 Eighth Page £5
Narrow Column Advts. (3 cols. to page) per inch 30, -
Minimum Space accepted - - - - half inch 15; -
NO SERIES DISCOUNTS. ALL COPY AND BLOCKS MUST BE IN
ADVERTISEMENT COPY SUB- HAND 11 DAYS BEFORE DATE
JECT TO EDITORIAL APPROVAL OF ISSUE TO ENSURE PROOFS

respecting ADVERTISING must
= be ?mule to:-

JOHN H. LILE, Ltd., 4, Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4
and :NOT to Editorial or Publishing Offices.
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The general public is only now beginning to learn what an amazing network
of intrigue and spying was spread throughout the countries of Europe during
the Great War.
Every nation on both the allied and enemy sides had its Secret Service,
and how very real and dangerous the spying was is now being learned.
One of the most remarkable narratives of espionage and counter espionage
is that which gives the story of the Secret Service of the American Ex-
peditionary Force, that worked hand in hand with the other Secret Services
of the allied nations, and did a great deal to assist in winning the war. This
story has been told under the title of " Secret War," by Mr. Thomas M.
Johnson, and it is one of the most astounding books of the great conflict
that has yet been published.
In this week's THIS AND THAT will begin the publication of the extra-
ordinary story of " SECRET WAR " under the title " The Hidden Hand
in Spy -Infested Europe."

THIS AND THAT
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NEW
PUBLIC ADDRESS

and Broadcasting
MICROPHONE

The Ideal Instrument for addressing a large Audience
through Loudspeaker (via Valve Amplifier or L.F.
Stages of Wireless Set), and for relaying Speech

and Musical Entertainment to any distance.

Powerful Lou d -
speaker Repro-duction with
perfect Purity.
Highly sensitive Micro-
phone, guaranteed en-
tirely free from distor-
tion or tuicrophonie
Caine,, absolutely silent
background; far supe-
rior to ordinary Micro-
phone Transmitters; for
use with Valve Amon-,
tier or Valve Set
( t trough leads of Gramo-
phone Pick-up if de-
sired) at Open-air Meet-
jugs, in Cinema, Theatre.
or .Concert Hall. Oper-
ates from 2 volt tuit-
ion of I.T. Acemnula 
tor, through. Micro-

phoneTransformer. Cur-
rent consumption one -
tenth Ampere. Pro-
vided with detachable
sound collector and 9 ft
connecting cord; awl
fixed by rubber -cord
suspension in nickel -
plated frame, on pedes-
tal, 12 in. high; for
mounting on Speaker's
Platform. In Pulpit, on
top of Camera Stand:..
or for suspension from
ceiling. As illus- 25/.
traitor].

This Elf /crop/wile is rendered Directional by ciltoc/,
icy the Sound Collector supplied free.

Microphone Transformer for connecting the.above instrument to Valve Amplifier, or!
Wireless Set, 6/'. Full Directions free.!
FREDK. ADOLPH, Actual Maker, 'PHONE :
27, Fitzroy Street, London, W.1. Museum 8329

-EASY TERMS
We SPECIALISE in the supply
of all Good Quality Radio Sets,
Components and Accessories on
Easy Terms. We will give you
efficient service. Send us your list
of requirements and a quotation

will be sent by return.

London Radio Supply Company,
I I OAT LANE,NOBLE STREET,LONDON,E.C.2

NA TIONAL 1977

REPAIRS
Any make of L.F. Transformer, Loudspeaker
or Headphones repaired and despatched within
48 HOURS-TWELVE MONTHS' GUARANTEE

with each repair. 4/. post free.
Terms to Trade.

TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO.,
" Rep.,:rs" Dept.,

953, GARRATT LANE, TOOTING, S.W.17.

NO DOUBTFUL
:1111.11CONNECTIONSm.....

WITH CLIX.
When a connection of
any kind is made with

M CLIX it is a secure,I perfectly silent contact II
until removed.

II CLIX HOOK TERMINAL. II
CLIX "SPRINCSCREW"

111
WANDER PLUC.

III

INSULATORS.
II PLAIN OR ENCRAVED

Write or f Atails of
CLIX

f
21 VullARIETIES E

2d. 254, Vauxhall Bridge 2d
Lectro Linx, Ltd.,

Road, SAVA. * U
111M11111111111111111NUNI11M
PLEASE MENTION " POPULAR WIRELESS "
WHEN REPLYING TO ADVERTISEMENTS.

TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continued from page 528.)

The result will be that the current in-
dicated in milliamps will be materially less
than it was before the milliammeter was
introduced into the circuit. This objection
will not be so serious when the low -resistance
winding is used, but' it may still be an
important objection.

Internal Resistance.
It is essential that an animeter (in-

cluding the milliammeter) should have an
internal resistance so low that it does not
seriously alter the total resistance in the
circuit in which it is used ; if it does, and
unless the resistance of the rest of the circuit
is known, its readings are obviously useless.

In the same way, a voltmeter should have
a resistance so high that the current it
draws from the circuit which is tested is too
small to upset appreciably the conditions
obtaining before the instrument was con
nected to the circuit.

Altering the Circuit.
I should remark that this voltmeter in

question strikes me as having too low a
resistance (I mean for use as a voltmeter),
particularly on the high -voltage scale. If
the voltmeter is used for testing a 6 -volt
a011111161111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111110!

The number of ' P.W." which will E
be on all the bookstalls

NEXT WEEK
F. will contain full constructional details of

.1: The "EUROPEAN" THREE
E: Fine loud -speaker results and plenty of
F- stations to choose front are assured if you

BUILD THIS SET.
ORDER NOW. 3d. USUAL PRICE.

T111111.1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111E

accumulator, obviously a current of 37.5
milliamps will not appreciably upset the
voltage of the accumulator.

But if the instrument is being used for
testing. the voltage of a high-tension dry
battery or H.T. mains unit of around 120
volts, the current of 37.5 milliamps will
almost certainly bring down the output
voltage very considerably ; or, to be more
accurate, an ordinary dry battery having a
voltage of 120 volts will give an apparent
reading of much less than this amount when
connected to this particular voltmeter.
Strength of Reception.

A very interesting question is raised by
the following letter, in which a reader of
these notes says :

" I imagine that only a limited amount of
energy is radiated from the aerial of. a
transmitter and that receivers tuned to the
wave -length of the transmitter only function
by virtue of absorbing a small proportion of
that energy.

" Has it ever been ascertained what
number of receiving aerials can be energised
by a transmitter Y And is it possible for
so many receivers to be tuned to a trans-
mitter so that complete absorption of all the
available energy occurs Y "

It haS never been ascertained, so far as I
am aware, how many -receiving aerials can
be energised by a transmitter and it would,
in any case, be impossible to arrive -at such a
figure withdui defining what is the minimum

(Continued on next page

SELECTIVITY UNIT
(WAVE TRAP' & SELE.OWITY UN IT)

Screen -Grid Selectivity with an ord?nary
set-that's what you get with the Brownie
Combined Wave Trap and Selectivity
Unit! Used as a wave trap, it immediately
cuts out the interfering station : used as
a selectivity unit, it provides razor edge
tuning throughout the entire range. Its
performance is amazing -yet it costs only
10;6! Your dealer will tell you all about it.

BROWNIE WIRELESS CO. (G.B.)
Ltd., Nelson St. Works, London N.W.i.

WET H.T. BATTERIES
Solve all B.T. Troubles.

SELF -CHARGING, SILENT, iCONOMICALI.,
JARS (waxed), Si' RA" sq. 1/3 doz.
ZINCS, new type 10d. doz. Sacs 1/ 2 doz.
Sample doz. (Ii volts), complete with
bands and elettrolyte. 4/1, post 9d.
Sample unit. ed. Illus. booklet free.

Bargain list free.
AMPLIFIERS, 30/, a -VALVE SET, All
P. TAYLOR, 57. Studley Road,

STOCKWELL, LONDON

THE PICTURE PAPER WITH THE
MOST NEWS

-SUNDAY GRAPHIC-

PWWWWW9PNIPTPWWW1

THE
TRANSATLANTIC

FLIGHT
Wing -Commander King
ford Smith's operator, Mr
Stannage found that the
only satisfactory connection
to a screen grid valve was
the Belling - Lee Anode
Connector.
This was fitted to preven'
rink of loose connection -
and blowing of valves
[Wing the -famous Trans-
atlantic Flight.

BELLING -LEE
FOR EVERY RADIO CONNECTION

ks,
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"POPULAR WIRELESS " says :

"There is 'everything in
favour of buying a com-
plete kit of parts and
nothing against it. You
get all the little items,
such as screws, etc., and
your panel is neatly
drilled for you. Moreover,
you are certain that every
component is suitable for
the set-that is, if you
purchase an approved kit
such as is sold by Ready
Radio."-

........................ ..
...... .

KITS OF PARTS
AND LOUDSPEAKERS

1930 MAGIC FOUR
1930 MAGIC THREE

CELESTION
LOUDSPEAKERS

ETC., ETC
Cash or Easy Terms.
Lists on applications.

C, 

159, BOROUGH HIGH STREET.
LONDON BRIDGE, LONDON, S.E.1
Telephone : HOP 5555 (Private Exchange).

FAMOUS CRAFTSMANSHIP
For YOUR SET or RADIO GRAM.
Built like a piano, the fine tone
and Style, brings a thrill no

words can convey.
(Over 3,000 delighted alone)
(Radio Press-leading Experts)

DIRECT from makers. APPROVAL
days FREE, De Lnxe, £5 to £15.

Cash or EASY PAYMENTS,
Photographs FREEI

PICKETTS RadiorurnitUreMakers,
(F.W.)Albion Road,13exleybeath,
Kent. Famed tor excellence.

Make

THE DAILY SKETCH
YOUR Picture Paper

"RED DIAMOND
TUE RECOGNISED DETECT° it
FOR ALL ciacurrs USING
O R Y ST A L RECTIFICA-
TION.

 N°.
RDBy Insured40 - Post 2/3. or

2/9 with shield
Can be mounted

10 kO'N. through panel. Onee set
on brackets or

always ready, Not affectedby vibration.
Each one Is tested on broadcast before despatch, and
to perfect.

"RED DIAMOND"
Pull & Push SWITCHES.
Robust Construction. Definite "on" and
"off"positions. No shaking. By
Perfect contacts. Large Insured
terminals. for easy fitting. Post.
RD39 Battery ... 1/3 1/6

(2 Terminals)
RD39 Change -Over 2/- 213

(4 Terminals)
RD37 Three Point 1/6 1/9

(3 TerminalIDEbonite Bushes for all pur-
poses kept in stock.

TRADE MARK Of all high-class
Radio Dealers or Sole Makers :

BEER

JEWEL PEN CO., Ltd.
(Radio Dept. 46), 21-22, Great
Sutton Si, LONDON, E.C.1.

TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continued from previous page.)

energy to be received by each receiving
aerial. The only thing you can say is that
the total energy received by the various
aerials in the aggregate cannot exceed the
energy radiated by the transmitter.
Shielding.

You have to remember that the electro-
magnetic energy passing in the " field " of
the transmitter (which field includes all the
various receiving aerials) is being dissipated
or absorbed by every conductor in the field,
whether it be a receiving aerial or a steel
girder building or any other object which
has the slightest electrical conductivity.

Many amateurs are rather apt to suppose
that the electro-magnetic energy goes
around, so to speak, picking out receiving
aerials and carefully avoiding any object
which is not ostensibly an aerial. This is
very far from the case, and there is no
difference (so far as the electro-magnetic
energy running itself to ground is concerned)
between a receiving aerial and the steel
girder work of a modern building ; indeed,
the latter is infinitely more effective as a
" sink " of radio energy than any receiving
aerial; and that is why reception is usually
comparatively poor at any point within the
interior of a steel girder building. This,
indeed, is the principle of " shielding."
Question of Selectivity.

The question as to how many receiving
aerials can be adequately energised by a
given station is practically the same as the
question as to the maximum distance from a
transmitter at which a receiver may pick
up the signals. The answer is that it
depends upon the sensitivity of the re-
ceiver in question.

IF I CONTROLLED THE B.B.C.
(Continued front page 523.)

carrying out repairs where necessary for
small and reasonable fees, or for nothing
where hardship rendered payment
impossible.

" Fantastic ! " you say ? Perhaps, but
what else is there to suggest ? Very little.
The B.B.C. knows what it is about. Mistakes
here and there are naturally made ; an
institution that never made mistakes would
be inhuman. Besides, it is admitted on
every hand that British broadcasting is the
best in the world.

And I agree. Few countries have so
regular a service, or such a comprehensive
one. Many have to put up with advertise-
ments for Somebody's Soap being inserted
here and there others cannot even get a
programme at all.

No, gentlemen of the B.B.C., on second
thoughts I would not accept the post of
Lady High Controller even if you offered it
to me. I should probably make a mess of
things, and you seem to be quite all right
as you are. Eight years of broadcasting has
taught you many things of which I remain
ignorant.

So carry on with the good work. The way
in which new and different programmes
appear night after night, and the way in
which fresh talent is always being discovered
is a source of perpetual amazement to me.
The B.B.C. supplies entertainment, educa-
tion, uplift and enjoyment all rolled into
one. Could anyone do better? I think
not. Anyhow, I don't intend to try

Success
is assured !

Build the Lotus
S.G.P. Battery Set
The success of a set depends on
the efficiency of each individual
component. The Lotus S.G.P.
Battery Kit uses the famous
Lotus Components, each one of
which works in complete harmony
with its neighbours. This remark-
ably efficient 3 -valve set is simple
to build : all the main corn-
ponents are already mounted in
position to save you time and
to ensure success.

Full diagrammatic details sup-
plied with each Kit.

Price : (excluding valves,
cabinet and batteries), or 14/9
down and it similar monthly
instalments.

Full details on request.

Emus
3 -VALVE SET KIT

Garnett, Whiteley & Co., Ltd.
(Dept. P.W. 11.)

Lotus Works, Mill Lane, Liverpool.

Ca a StO
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NOW 3,0t.
FORMERLY 3t3

You want superb
reproduction - that
means the Wales
Star Unit. And
here is your chance
to obtain.this won-
derful unit. -

Peon, a mere whis-
per In roll -roans hd

vohime the wares Star :a amazingly real and true-every
note r ,Salt, !

Take advantage of this Mier now, pill enjoy the sup.T-
1ative reproduction of this remarkably fine unit.

WZ.TES
Double
Cone
Chassi

111111111MIII.MMIN

12" and 14"
model.

THE MUSIC LOVERS' CHOICE
The Chassis supreme. Two
wonderful cones giving
tonal purity, volume and
realise, that makes the
old-last:m:1.0 smut.. eon.
type obsolete, They fit
all popular units.

Prices:
12 in. Chassis with 11 in
support mg g .1 u
14 in. Chassis with 12/6
supporting leg 1

20 in. Chassis, supporting
leg not lit led ...17/6

warningI To ensurd ,20,t1111.wCalt,,,,xsisstacpt,hide
satisfat-tion insist upon in Oak : 10 : 0the genuine Rates Double Cabinet.
Cone Chssis. Patent
No. 309.214. .aogany.i.4 : 15 : 0

Above are complete trill, Universal bract.et Unirernal
bracket and silk -lined fret supplied separately.
OBTAINABLE FROM ALL RADIO DEALERS.
Write for leaflets about these tiro famous lines.

THE STANDARD BATTERY CO. (Dept. P.W.1,
184-188, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.O.

VIM Al 13  MI

EASY PAYMENTS-i
The first firm to supply Wireless Parts or. easy
payments. Five years advertiser in Popular
Wireless." Thousands of satisfied customers.
Send us a list of the parts you reunite, and the
payments that will snit your emtvenienve, and we
will send you a definite quotation.Anything w I, less
H. W. HOLMES, 29, FOLEY STREET,
'Phone; Muaeum1414. Gt. Portland St., W.1

Ampin=01111-

Use a Baker's Speaker for
P E RF E CT reproduction

SEND TO -DAY FOR FREE 36 -PAGE
BOOKLET-FULL OF INFORMATION.

BAKER'S SELHURST RADIO
Offices : 89, Selhurat Rd., S. Norviood, S.E.25.
Works: 42, Cherry Orchard Rd., E. Croydon.

ALL APPLICATIONS for ADVERIISIM;
SPACE in 'POPULAR WIRELESS " must
be made to the Sole Advertising Agents,

,O IN H. 1,11-E, LTD.,
4, LUDGATE CIRCUS, LONDON, E.C.4.

"PHILEMON" GOES ABROAD.
(Continued from page 511.)

and " verboten " to boot ! Still the finger,:
pointed. I broke into an understanding
smile : " But certainly ! " I said, and
switched on. As luck would have it, it was
dance music from somewhere. Their faces
softened. Their hearts melted. They
embraced each other. They fox-trotted up
and down the corridor. They smiled with
black moustaches and white teeth ! They
saluted and left me in peace.

Radio Toulouse.
I had heard of Toulouse. What I had

heard, indeed, made me shy of turning
Belinda southward to face the music. The
train was now roaring through the night.
It was getting late. " Toulouse or not
Toulouse ? " I debated with myself. In
a weak moment I wished to hear Toulouse.
I began to search the Universe for Toulouse.
I came slowly down the dial from Vienna
to Oslo and Langenburg ; all faint, because
Belinda was giving them the cold shoulder.

Then, suddenly, a blast ! Toulouse !
Belinda fell on her side. A panel of the
compartment was blown out. The toupee of
the virago was blown through. It fell on
Belinda. I seized it and ran with it into the
next; compartment. The virago was attired
for a bad night. ".Madam has lost_ her
knitting, perhaps ?."' I said, and retreated.

Belinda " Let's the Cat Out."
You know what a morning is like after

a night in the train. I felt like that. At
10.15 a.m. the " Daily.Service " would have
been a relief. I was trying to get into touch
with Englind, when I heard down the
corridor the sounds of the approaching
Customs Officers. I had been warned that I
might have trouble there with Belinda. 1

had just time to put her mackintosh on,
and place her among the suitcases, when
the officers appeared. Belinda looked just
like a suitcase. I felt she would pass in the
crowd.

Had I anything to declare ? I waved
my hands over the suitcases and Belinda,
and said I thought not. Then, horrors,
Belinda began -to talk ! I hadn't switched
her off ! She was speaking an awful
language, but she was distinctly speak-
ing. I was debating in my mind whether
I should say she was a pet canary, or an
-unborn child, when I caught the smile on
the official face. " Now I'm in for ! I
thought.

The smile became a beam. " Ah ! "
said the officer, " that is Huizen. You
have a fine set, signor. May I see ? " I
uncovered Belinda. She shone radiantly.
The officer looked at her, opened her, shut
her, looked again, listened to Huizen.
smiled more and more broadly.' " I am,"
he said in broken English, " how do you
say ?-a fan !" And he shook my hand.
"I like your 'English programmes," he said;
" I like your-Jack Payne ! " And we
shook hands again, and he saluted and
went away smiling seraphically ! I kissed
Belinda !

Here at Last !
So here we are on the shore of the lake.

I shall soon be across, with Belinda, in the
wilds on' the other side. There is if, blue
sky. It is piping hot. Addio !

glACINEERSI
Catit we get together

WRITE FOR THIS
BOOK TO -DAY

ITS FREE

sir

All we ask is the
chance to prove that
you can earn £300,
£400, £500 per year
or more. Other men
are doing it, and you
can do the same.

We have an unrivalled and world-wide organisation
waiting to help you whether you be novice or
expert. If you *sigh for something more than 6

bread and butter " job you owe it to yourself, to
investigate our Service.
Our handbook,' Engineering Opportunities," has
pointed the way to better things to over 20,000 of
your fellows. It contains details of A.M.I.Mech.E.,
A.M.I.E.E., A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.A.E., A.M.I.
Struct.E., London Metric., C. & G., G.P.O., etc.,
Exams., outlines home study courses in all branches
of-Electriml, Mechanical, Motor and Wireless
Engineering, and explains our unique guarantee of

- NO PASS-NO FEES
In o brilliant foreword Vol. A M Low :bras
clearly the chances you are missing

Engineering Opportunities " and our advice are
quite FREE. Don t neglect this offer-give vent to
that " upward urge " and send a postcard NOW,
stating Branch, Post or Exam. which interests you.

Technology,
161 Shakespeare House, 20-31 Oxford Street,W.1

TAWNYMAIMS

MAKE --
YOUR RADIO

. . . more SELECTIVE

. . . CHEAPER in upkeep

. . . " trouble free '
No matter what kind of set, work it

from the mains.
Tanuoy Products, 1-7 Balton St.

PLEASE be sure to mention
"POPULAR WIRELESS"
when communicating with
Advertisers. THANKS!

DRY CELLS THAT SATISFY.
SPECIAL BATTERY OFFER.

120 volt H.T. Batteries 12/- each
100 volt H.T. Batteries 101- each
60 volt H.T. Batteries 6/6 each

The Best and Cheapest yet offered. Also send
'id. stamp for the "Leyton" Booklet to :-

THE LEYTON BATTERY CO..
305, CHURCH ROAD, LEYTON, E. 10.

THE

STANDARD
PLUGIN COIL
Sold everywhere from 1/ -
DX COILS LTD., LONDON, E.11
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OFF FOR YOUR HOLIDAYS?
If so, why not take a small radio set with you?
You'll find it excellent company at any time when

music or broadcast entertainment is required.

The ideal set for this purpose is

THE "PACK AWAY" TWO
One of the smallest, neatest and most efficient

little receivers ever designed.

Fully described in the AUGUST

LESS
C E4.'CTOR

The "PACK AWAY" can be built into a cigar box-
so it takes up practically no space, and can be
"packed -away" in your suitcase with the greatest

of ease.

Also in this number of the "Constructor"-

THE "VEDAKAY" THREE
Another Victor King Success

DON'T FORGET
YOUR "CONSTRUCTOR" THIS MONTH®

Now On Sale Price 6d.
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Better Sound
and

GreaterVolume
for Mains and Batte

Operated Receivers
Hypermu and
Hypermite Trans-
formers and the
latest L.F. Choke,

the Hypercore, each give
additional efficiency to
modern circuits and
modern valves. They
occupy an absolutely mini-
mum space with minimum
weight and give tremen-
dously improved reception.
You'll be more than
satisfied with your set if you
fit either or all of the three.
Write for descriptive, illus-

trated leaflets.

HYPERM ITE
A transformer with core of new nickel
alloy of enormous permeability yet
sold at a price within the reach of
all. Its amazingly high inductance
(over 50 henries), with a retention of
high and low frequencies, ensures
perfect performance, eminently better
than that of many

models. Weight 7 ozs. 12 6bulky, higher priced

Size x 1.; x 21 ins.

HYPERM U
The world's best transformer for
modern circuits-a statement which
has been tested and proved by experts
and amateurs all over the world.
The latest N.P.L. Curves prove amaz-
ing superiority of performance under

Size, 3 x 11 x 3 ins.

ordinary working con-
ditions. Weight 14 ozs.

The NICKEL -ALLOY CORES are the secret of the
success of these three components. No other Metal

is so efficient.

111111111,1,1111111i
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HYPER CORE
The first commercial L.F. Choke with
a core of new nickel iron. Less than
half the size and weight of chokes
built with silicon iron cores, yet has an
inductance of 30 henries. Enormously
improves quality of reception and sets
new standard for L.F. Choke efficiency
in smoothing equipment
and filter output circuits.
Weight 18 ozs. Size,
2 x 21 a 21 ins.

EAD WHAT THE
WIRELESS PRESS

SAYS ABOUT
HYPERCORE

The "Hypercore" gave
perfect satisfaction, and
was just as good from the
smoothing point of view
as a large standard choke
of 20 henries weighing
THREE TIMES as much

As an output
choke the "Hypercore" can
be used in any normal
receiver with complete satis-
faction the R.I.
"Hypercore" points the
way to the extensive use of
this type of component in
mains units and for similar

purposes.

R.I. LTD., " MADRIGAL " WORKS, PURLEY WAY, CROYDON.
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